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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Titanium-Based Microreactors for Water Purification
by
Duncan Zetzer Ashby
Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Mechanical Engineering
University of California, Riverside, December 2019
Dr. Masaru P. Rao, Chairperson

A new era of space exploration is on the horizon. Over the past decade interest in
crewed missions to Mars and beyond has rapidly developed in the private sector.
Innovation in spaceflight has taken center stage but to achieve these ambitious goals
improvements to the Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS) will be a
necessity as well. The system aboard the International Space Station (ISS) can be viewed
as a model to assess the demands for sustaining a long-term crew on deep space voyages.
Currently, as part of the Water Recovery System (WRS), a thermal catalytic reactor is used
to eliminate dissolved low molecular weight volatile organic compounds (VOC). This
catalytic reactor uses high temperature and oxygen to oxidize VOCs into harmless byproducts. However, components used to maintain the high temperature and pressure fail
for more frequently that would be feasible for eventual use in deep space missions. We
propose that by replacing the catalytic reactor with photocatalytic microfluidic reactors,
which operate at standard temperature and pressure, reliability can be greatly improved.
vii

Herein, we present a multi-faceted study to develop a high-density photocatalytic
microfluidic reactor with design enhancements to mitigate common limitations associated
with this technology. The first aim was to apply a design of experiments (DOE) approach
to optimize nanoporous titania (NPT) for use within the microfluidic reactor concept. NPT
is a unique form of titanium dioxide (TiO2) that directly forms on titanium (Ti) surfaces
through a hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) based oxidation process. The Taguchi method and
grey relational analysis (GRA) were applied to the oxidation conditions (H2O2
concentration, temperature, and time) to maximize the reaction rate constant, k, and NPT
film quality. The second aim applied Ti microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
fabrication techniques to create the first, high-density microfluidic reactor system utilizing
a high aspect ratio Ti micropillar array for enhanced catalyst loading and reduced diffusion
distance. The micropillar reactors outperformed conventional flat planar reactors and
achieved 2-fold or greater photocatalytic activity than all other devices reported in the
literature thus far. These results demonstrate the significant performance enhancements of
the micropillar array and identify future directions for further validating the concept for
use in ECLSS applications.
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INTRODUCTION

1

1.1.

Deep Space Exploration and Life Support Systems
A new era of space exploration is rapidly developing in the private sector and the

possibility of crewed missions to Mars and beyond is approaching reality. Reaching
ambitious destinations will necessitate innovation, not only in the development of
advanced spacecraft, but in life-support systems as well. The Environmental Control and
Life Support Systems (ECLSS) currently in operation on the International Space Station
(ISS) serve as a model to help understand the limitations and demands of sustaining life in
the isolated environment of space. Astronauts are typically stationed aboard the ISS for six
months at a time, while the total travel time to Mars is slightly longer, around seven months.
Due to the ISS’s proximity to Earth, it is common, though expensive, to send replacement
parts or supplies when needed. However, this may not be possible on long journeys deeper
into space. The level of complexity and cost dramatically increases as we seek destinations
from Mars and beyond. Crews must be equipped with sufficient resources to survive
independently during the seven-month trip to Mars, where upon arrival planetary-based
support systems can be developed.
One essential function of these life-support systems is to produce clean potable
water, a necessity for sustaining crewmembers aboard these long-term missions. Due to
the weight, volume of water, and high demand for uses including consumption, hygiene,
oxygen production, and experiments, it is not practical to repeatedly send water to the ISS.
Roughly 25 lbs of water (3 gallons) is needed daily to support a crew of six aboard the ISS,
while the cost to deliver water to the ISS is around $10,000/lb.1 In 2008 NASA installed
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the Water Recovery System (WRS) on the ISS to cut down costs and decrease the need for
frequent re-supplies, the WRS produces 75-100% of the crew’s potable drinking water.
The system is comprised of two main components, the Urine Processor Assembly
(UPA) and the Water Processor Assembly (WPA), which process waste water collected
from urine, humidity condensate, and Sabatier product water (method for repurposing
excess carbon dioxide and hydrogen into water) into potable water.2 After a decade of use
on the ISS, the WRS has been successful and continues to produce potable water, however
several shortcomings have become apparent and need to be addressed to improve reliability
for use in deep space missions. Specifically, there is opportunity for improvement with
downstream components, such as the Thermal Catalytic Oxidation Reactor and the
Multifiltration Beds which are responsible for removal of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs). Figure 1.1 depicts a schematic of the WPA and the process for purification of
wastewater.

Figure 1.1. Caption on following page.
3

Figure 1.1. Schematic of the Water Processor Assembly, part of the Water Recovery
System used on the International Space Station. The WPA passes collected wastewater
through a gas separator to remove odorous air, a series of filtration systems to remove
particulate, a catalytic reactor which removes volatile organic compounds, and components
to remove oxidation by-products.3
1.2.

Thermal Catalytic Oxidation Reactor
NASA’s target concentration of total organic carbon (TOC) is less than 0.5 ppm

TOC, with an upper limit of 3 ppm. Several components of the WPA are design to remove
or degrade VOCs to maintain safe TOC levels. The Multifiltration Beds (Figure 1.1)
remove large, non-soluble organics by absorbing and removing ionic compounds through
ion exchange. However, highly water-soluble non-polar VOCs can pass through the
Multifiltration Beds unaffected. An essential downstream component of the WPA is the
Thermal Catalytic Oxidation Reactor, which is responsible for removal of low molecular
weight VOCs that pass through the Multifiltration Beds.3 The catalytic reactor is one of the
final water processing steps in the WPA and oxidizes the VOCs into water, organic acids,
and CO2, which are then removed via the Ion Exchange Bed. The catalytic reactor operates
at high temperatures (265˚F) and pressures (3.7 atm) with an oxygen feed to initiate highly
efficient oxidation of VOCs. The high pressure is required to prevent the water from boiling
and components upstream from the catalytic reactor operate under the same pressure.4 The
demanding temperature requirements to achieve a high rate of catalytic degradation of
VOCs has caused the O-rings within the catalytic reactor to fail on numerous occasions.5,6
Lower temperature oxidation with alternative catalysts has been investigated but
temperatures as high as 200˚F are still required and efficiency equivalent to high
temperature oxidation has not been reached.4 We propose that photocatalytic microreactors
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could serve as a replacement to the catalytic oxidation reactor, mitigating the risk of
damage to other components by operating at standard temperature and pressure, while
requiring only UV-light to initiate removal of VOCs.

1.3.

VOC Removal
The catalytic reactor’s main function is to oxidize low-weight molecular organics.

To test oxidation efficiency of new catalysts, reactors, Multifiltration Beds, and other
components, NASA and Hamilton Sundstrand (HS) developed a proprietary solution
known as Ersatz, which consists of alcohols, organic acids, and inorganic species.7 An
Ersatz table of contents and concentrations has been included in Appendix A. Future
studies for validation of the photocatalytic microreactor concept will attempt to oxidize the
Ersatz solutions for direct comparison to the current thermal catalytic reactor.
Beginning in 2010, the TOC analyzer on board the ISS measured unexplained
spikes in TOC, which was later identified as dimethylsilanediol (DMSD). At the time it
was unclear what the source of the DMSD was and exactly how the WPA was affecting
it.8 Further investigation found that the humidity condensate was largest contributor of
DMSD, meaning DMSD was being out-gassed from a source and accumulating in the
moisture collected in the air. One of the main sources of DMSD has been found to be
personal crew items containing siloxanes, such as hair and skin-care products. The second
main source is vapors emitted from cabin adhesives, coatings, paints, and electronics.
DMSD is mainly removed by the Multifiltration Bed; however, once the system becomes
saturated, excess DMSD passes through the Bed, as well as the rest of the WPA. This
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impacts the lifetime of the Multifiltration Beds and can necessitate frequent replacement.
While this can be accommodated on the ISS via ground resupply as needed (albeit at high
cost),9 this will not be an option for future deep space missions, thus necessitating the
search for a more tractable solution.
DMSD has proven difficult to remove using the systems available in the WPA so
alternative removal processes are being investigated to offset the cost of Multifiltration Bed
replacements. The most recent research has been on the use of a deep UV light reactor to
degrade DMSD. Shortwave UV photons (185 nm and 254 nm) have been demonstrated to
break the molecular bonds of siloxane through photo-chemical reactions. Byproducts of
this reaction were eventually removed from the gas phase through mineralization into
glassy material which condensed onto the chamber walls of the gas-phase reactor.10 A
different flow cell reactor was also tested to investigate penetration depth of shortwave UV
for mitigation of DMSD. Three flow orientations, single pass, recycled flow, and single
pass with recycled flow, were also explored to determine how the flow-cell reactor may be
situated in-line within the WPA system. A single pass configuration is needed to position
this system inline on the ISS WRS, however the single pass mode was not as efficient as
the recycled mode. Long residence times of up to 120 minutes were investigated for the
single pass system. With a chamber volume of approximately 31 ml, this would yield flow
rates as low as 260 µL/min in an active flow system, which is within the operational
capabilities of microfluidic reactors. The single pass flow cell reactor degraded
approximately 60% of a 75 ppm (parts per million) DMSD solution over 120 minutes of
UV exposure and yielded a reaction rate constant on the order of bulk reactor systems.11
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Further innovation is required before this device will be ready for use on the ISS.
Microfluidic reactors are a potential solution which can improve reaction rates by 1000x
over bulk reactor systems. The long residence time required for effective degradation of
DMSD using the flow cell reactor indicates that a microfluidic reactor, capable of flow
rates on the order of 260 µL/min, may be just as effective but with a smaller footprint. The
DMSD degradation performance of the flow cell reactor serves as a benchmark for future
studies to evaluate the capabilities of microfluidic reactors and their use for removal of a
variety of VOCs.

1.4.

Device Proposal
Herein, we propose that titanium dioxide (TiO2) photocatalytic microfluidic

reactors (PMFR), could be an effective replacement to thermal catalytic oxidation reactors
in ECLSS systems for deep space exploration. This is due to the potential afforded by
PMFRs for operating at far lower temperatures and pressures, as well as exploiting the UVrich environment of space, thus collectively providing opportunity for increased reliability
and drastic reduction in size, weight, and power (SWaP). The proposed device concept
combines titanium (Ti) microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) fabrication techniques
with TiO2–based photocatalysis to create the first, high density water purification system
utilizing a high aspect ratio Ti micropillar array for enhanced catalyst loading. The
micropillar array serves as scaffolding for catalyst fixation and significantly increases the
catalyst surface area-to- reactor volume (SA:V) ratio. Additional benefits include a reduced
and fixed mass diffusion distance, and improved photon utilization through light trapping.
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Design of experiments (DOE) optimized nanoporous titania (NPT) is used as the
photocatalyst within the PFMR concept to deposit a homogeneous layer of TiO2 across all
surfaces. The benefits of the proposed device could alleviate the key shortcomings reported
for microfluidic reactors, namely throughput. In short, the advantages of the micropillar
scaffolding improve the degradation efficiencies without the need to scale-up the device,
thus leading to increased throughput and photocatalytic performance compared to
conventional planar reactor designs.

1.5.

Dissertation Outline
This dissertation details the efforts taken to optimize NPT for use within a

microfluidic system and the design, fabrication, and evaluation of a novel Ti PMFR
concept. Chapter 2 presents an overview of photocatalytic microreactors and the current
state of research within the field is presented to establish a narrative for drawing
comparisons. Chapter 3 describes the methods of titanium microfabrication, as
considerable time was spent improving upon these processes, largely done in-house at UC
Riverside. Chapter 4 details a study to optimize NPT for use within microfluidic reactors.
Taguchi DOE and grey relational analysis were used to evaluate NPT growth parameters
and optimized conditions were found that equally balanced maximizing the reaction rate
constant and minimizing crack size. Chapter 5 covers a study to evaluate the efficacy of
micropillar scaffolding within the PMFR concept. Two reactor designs were fabricated,
one with micropillars and the other without otherwise identical, and etched to three
different depths for directly evaluating the effect of scaffolding. An extensive literature
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comparison is also presented to demonstrate the PMFR concept’s marked improvements
over all other devices reported to date. Finally, Chapter 6 includes a summary of the
findings and discusses future directions, such as degradation of VOCs and viral species,
and design improvements.

9

2

MICROREACTORS AND TITANIUM DIOXIDE

10

2.1.

Photocatalysis

Figure 2.1. Electron-hole pair generation and formation of reactive oxygen species particle
after UV excitation.12

Semiconductors undergo photoexcitation when photons with energy greater than
the material’s band gap, EG (eV), are absorbed at its surface. The incident photon initiates
a charge separation when an electron is excited from the valence band to the conduction
band forming an electron-hole pair. The photon energy necessary to achieve this reaction
is described by
𝐸𝐺 =

ℎ𝑐
𝜆

(1)

where h is Plank’s constant, c is the speed of light (m/s), and λ is the wavelength (m).13 The
excited electron can reduce dissolved oxygen to form oxygen radicals, useful for
degradation of organic species, while the hole can oxidize water to form hydroxyl radicals,
the main reactive species for reducing pollutants or microorganisms.14 The chemical
equations that describe this process of photoactivation and formation of reactive species
are described by Figure 2.1. These oxidation and reduction reactions cause
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photodegradation that mineralizes organic compounds into CO2, H2O, NO3-, or other
oxides, halide ions, phosphates, etc.15
Photocatalysis has rapidly grown in interest since 1972, when Fujishima and Honda
demonstrated the water splitting capabilities of photoexcited TiO2.16 Since 1972,
photocatalysis has been investigated for use in air and water purification, agricultural
applications, medical uses, energy conversion such as solar cells, water splitting, and
more.17 Water purification is one of the most commonly researched applications for
photocatalysis because, in addition to global health issues, purifying contaminated water
remains a persistent issue in a variety of fields. Photocatalysis for water purification has
been heavily researched for decontamination of water containing pesticides, bacteria,
viruses, dyes, VOCs, and more using bulk and microscale systems.

2.2.

Bulk Reactors
Bulk reactor systems use photocatalysis to purify water on a large scale (mL-L

volumes) and there are two categories, slurry and immobilized. Slurry reactors consist of
semiconductor photocatalyst particles suspended in the target solution, whereas in an
immobilized reactor the catalyst is fixed onto a surface. Slurry reactors have received the
most attention due to their high surface area advantages over immobilized devices. The
suspended particles greatly reduce the mass diffusion distance thus facilitating efficient
mass transfer within the system and achieve greater reaction rates compared to
immobilized systems. Two main disadvantages decrease the utility of a slurry reactor. The
first is that the photocatalyst particles need to be filtered out after the purification has been
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completed. Typically, nanoparticles are used in slurry reactors to maximize accessible
catalyst surface area, but their small size adds to the complexity of filtering them out. The
second problem with slurry reactors is photon utilization, since dense slurries limit the
photon penetration depth.18
Immobilized reactors are an alternative design that have certain advantages over
slurry systems. An immobilized catalyst reactor has highly efficient photon transfer
because the catalyst is fixed to a surface, and thus positioned for maximum photon flux. In
addition, no filtering is required after the purification process has been completed. The
major disadvantages with this system are lower overall catalyst surface area, larger mass
diffusion distance, decreased mass transport, and decreased reaction rates compared to a
slurry device. For oxidation or reduction reactions to occur, the pollutant must diffuse to
the immobilized catalyst surface, so such systems will employ some form of mixing or
active flow to promote molecular diffusion. Film thickness also contributes to the reaction
rate, thicker films, with at least some degree of porosity, will allow greater fluidic
accessibility and contribute to improved reaction rates.19 Several limitations of bulk
reactors have hindered their use in commercial and industrial applications. Both categories
of bulk reactors suffer from poor oxygenation when there is a large amount of pollutant to
be degraded. Oxygen is required to produce powerful reactive oxygen species (ROS) and
in large reactors there is a risk of running out of oxygen which would negatively impact
the reaction rate. Bubbling oxygen into the reactor has been investigated but adds
complexity. The low mass or photon transfer in each bulk reactor system have remained
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persistent limitations and research has shifted towards microfluidics to further improve
reaction efficiency.20

2.3.

Microfluidic Reactors
Microfluidic reactors enhance photocatalytic effects by decreasing all dimensions

below the mm-scale. This change in length-scale significantly improves the reaction rate
compared to bulk reactor systems.21 The SA:V ratio is dramatically increased, usually by
a minimum of two orders of magnitude. Mass and photon transfer are improved as a result
of reaction chamber volumes on the order of µL and channel depths between tens to
hundreds of microns. Pollutants and photons have a much smaller distance to travel within
the system before reaching the immobilized photocatalyst, making it more efficient
compared to bulk immobilized systems. Another benefit is a much shorter reaction time.
Bulk reactor systems require exposure times on the order of minutes to hours to completely
degrade the contaminant, whereas, microreactors have a residence time on the order of
seconds to achieve the same result. Precise control can be maintained over the entire system
meaning that the residence time, or the time it takes for one molecule of pollutant to pass
through the entire device, can be modified via flow rate. Longer residence times increase
the amount of time for redox reactions to occur which results in a greater percentage of
degradation as the pollutant passes through the system. Short residence times increase the
reaction rate because a greater number of pollutant molecules are being degraded per unit
time.22,23
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The major disadvantages of microfluidic reactor technology are throughput,
recycled flow, and inefficient mass transfer due to laminar flow. With µL-scale chamber
volumes, the flow rates commonly achieved by these devices are on the order of µL/min.
Flow rates such as these from a single device would produce impractical volumes of water
a day (< 1L). Increasing flow rates to yield higher throughput negatively impacts
degradation efficiency so, in some cases, repeatedly cycling water through the device may
be required in order to fully degrade pollutants. Finally, even though mass transfer for a
microfluidic system is greatly improved over bulk reactors it is still hindered by the
immobilized catalyst within the microreactor due to laminar flow.20 Figure 2.2, from de Sá
et al., illustrates an example of the flow regime within the reaction chamber of a
microfluidic device. Region A is the area in which UV-based photolytic reactions are the
dominating source of pollutant degradation. Region B is the intermediate region which
varies in size based on the reaction chamber dimensions. Region C is the solid
photocatalyst/liquid interface where photocatalytic redox reactions are the main
degradation mechanism.23 Region B is where, under a laminar flow regime, pollutants can
pass through the system unperturbed. If the residence time is sufficiently long, then
diffusional transport of the pollutants to either photolytic or photocatalytic regions is more
likely; however, this probability decreases as flow rate is increased.
Several solutions to overcome these limitations have been proposed. The most
feasible would be to run multiple devices in parallel at their photocatalytically ideal
residence time so that a larger throughput can be produced without sacrificing the
advantages listed above.24 Another commonly reported solution is to scale up the
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dimensions of the device to sustain larger throughput. This is a viable solution as long as
diffusion lengths are not increased too drastically that a loss of sub-mm scale benefits
occurs.25 The device proposed in this document seeks to overcome these limitations by
occupying the intermediate region with photocatalyst-coated micropillars. Under ideal
circumstances the micropillars create a fixed molecular diffusion distance regardless of
depth and allow the microreactor to be scaled-up without suffering severe efficiency loss.

Figure 2.2. Schematic of a photocatalytic chamber. A) Photolysis region; B) Intermediate
region; C) TiO2 Solid/Liquid interface.23
2.3.1. Types of Microfluidic Reactors
Numerous PMFR designs have been reported thus far, most falling within four
general categories, namely micro-capillary, single channel, multi-channel, and planar
channel reactors, examples of which can be seen in Figure 2.3.20 The micro-capillary
reactor has a large SA:V ratio due to the cylindrical reactor chamber geometry; however,
uniform catalyst coatings within the narrow lumens can be difficult to achieve, and
throughput is also limited. Capillary reactors are also prone to a lower photon flux at the
catalyst-liquid interface because many incident photons are absorbed at the catalyst16

support interface. Single and multi-channel microreactors are relatively easy to fabricate
out of soft materials such as PDMS. Typically, a glass slide is coated with a photocatalyst
and a micro-fabricated PDMS layer is bonded to the surface of the glass creating a watertight seal.26 The limitations of single channel reactors are the small cross-sectional area that
limits throughput, and the small photoactive area for photon absorption. Multi-channel
reactors improve upon the single channel design by increasing the photoactive area with
more channels but suffer the same limitations as single-channel systems though to a lesser
extent. Of the four categories listed, planar reactors are ideal for maximizing efficiency. A
planar device maximizes the accessible photocatalyst area relative to the other designs
through the use of a single wide channel.22 A planar reactor design was used for the high
density PMFR concept explored in this document. The wide planar chamber allowed
maximum coverage for integrating micropillars into the reaction chamber.
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Figure 2.3. Examples of the four categories of microreactors. A) ZnO nanorods and TiO2
micro-capillary reactor;27 B) TiO2 nanofibrous single-channel microreactor;26 C) TiO2
multi-channel reactor;28 D) The schematic and cross-section of a TiO2 planar reactor29.

2.4.

Titanium Dioxide for Microreactor Applications
TiO2 is one of the most commonly used photocatalysts for microreactors, due to its

availability, excellent anticorrosive and non-toxic properties, ideal band gap for reductionoxidation reactions, and low cost.30 TiO2 has four crystalline structures, amorphous (noncrystalline), anatase, rutile, and brookite. Rutile and anatase have been heavily investigated
for photocatalytic applications due to their ideal band gaps.12 Rutile and anatase TiO2 are
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intrinsically n-type semiconductors, due to oxygen deficiencies, which contribute to TiO2’s
classification as a donor-type material.31 Rutile has a band gap of 3.0 eV and is the most
thermodynamically stable, while anatase has a band gap of 3.2 eV and has properties ideal
for photocatalytic reactivity.32 Anatase’s larger band gap means that it has a larger valence
band energy over rutile which increases redox reaction capabilities. Anatase also has an
indirect bandgap which delays recombination of electron-hole pairs, which increases the
lifetime of an electron-hole pair, and thus, increases the probability of initiating redox
reactions. Rutile is capable of either a direct or indirect bandgap, but there is minimal
difference in recombination rates between the two. For these reasons, anatase is considered
the preferable crystal structure for photocatalysis.33
The photocatalytic nature of titania was first demonstrated by Fujishima and Honda
in 197216, and since then the material has been heavily investigated for many applications
including water splitting34, gas sensors35, superhydrophilic surfaces36, solar cells37, and
water purification12. The type of TiO2 used in these applications varies depending on the
intended purpose. TiO2 has been produced in many morphologies, such as spheres38,
tubes39,40, wires41, rods42, and more43 in efforts to increase the photocatalytic effect for the
desired application. The most widely used form of TiO2 is Degussa P25 nanoparticles. P25
has been optimized for photocatalysis over decades and generally consists of a combination
of 80% anatase and 20% rutile. The more positive conduction band potential of rutile acts
as an electron sink for excited electrons from the anatase conduction band, which lowers
the recombination rate and increases the lifetime of electron-hole pairs.44
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For microreactor use, P25 is one of the most commonly used forms of TiO2
photocatalyst. It is typically mixed into a slurry using a solvent, and then drop-cast onto
the floor of the planar channel systems using a sol-gel method.45 Other forms of TiO2 have
been explored for use within planar channel systems as well. Jayamohan et al. investigated
the use of titania nanotube arrays within a microfluidic chamber and found enhanced
performance over P25 films.46 Li et al. explored the use of a dual-film TiO2 nanorod planar
reactor and found that the higher surface area of the nanorods and increased SA:V from the
dual-film nearly doubled performance over a conventional single-film microreactor.47 The
main complication that precludes these forms of TiO2 from use within the proposed
microreactor concept is the difficultly in translating the titania onto vertical features within
a device. The proposed PMFR concept contains vertical micropillars within the reaction
chamber, TiO2 sol-gel deposition with P25 would not cover vertical features
homogeneously and particle aggregation would occur, ultimately resulting in clogging.
Anodization of titanium to produce horizontally aligned nanotubes on vertical sidewalls
may be a feasible option but it is overly complex compared to the proposed method and it
is unclear how nanotubes would form on curved surfaces.39 Therefore, a different form of
TiO2 that is capable of homogeneous fixation on all exposed, vertical and horizontal,
surfaces within a reaction chamber is needed.

2.5.

Nanoporous Titania
NPT, also known as nanostructured titania (NST), is a compelling form of TiO2 for

use in microreactor devices. When Ti is submerged into heated hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
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chemical reaction produces a nanoporous, hydrated, amorphous TiO2 film on all exposed
Ti surfaces.48,49 Afterward, the film is annealed to form the desired crystalline state.
Peroxide-based oxidation is an efficient, one-step method for depositing NPT onto all
surfaces within a microreactor which ensures the device has the largest possible SA:V ratio.
The oxidation process produces no hazardous byproducts, and there is minimal risk of
contaminating the sample with ions or carbon.50 The advantages of NPT include: a)
conformal coverage of complex geometries, that would be difficult if not impossible to
coat using sol-gel or thin-film deposition methods; b) a reticulated, open-framework
porosity that provides higher surface area than dense films, and greater fluidic accessibility
than nanoparticle-based films; and c) a high degree of scalability and potential for
fabrication of robust, large-area photocatalytic devices.
Interest in NPT and its use for photocatalytic applications has grown over the past
decade and half since Wu et al. first reported on the low temperature oxidation of titanium
with H2O2 to form anatase TiO2. Commercially pure titanium foils were soaked in heated
H2O2 for 1 hour and annealed in air at 300˚C for 1 hour to form a thin film of crystalline
TiO2 on the Ti substrate.48 To further improve the photocatalytic activity of NPT, Wu et
al. continued to experiment by increasing oxidation times and doping to change the
morphology and surface area.50–52 Zuruzi et al. was one of the first to integrate NST into
MEMS applications, and even translated the oxidation procedure onto microfabricated
titanium pillars to demonstrate wicking properties.53–57 The unique oxidation
characteristics of the material have been further studied by DeRosa et al. who analyzed the
reaction kinetics of the H2O2-Ti interactions to theorize that NST forms in two-stages.
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Stage 1 is controlled diffusion of Ti molecules away from the substrate and TiO2 formation
occurs at the titanium/hydrated titania layer. Stage 2’s mechanism is diffusion of the H2O2
molecules through the titania to the boundary layer of unreacted Ti and hydrated titania.49
Other notable NST studies include a comparison between NST and other titania thin films
through organic dye degradation.58 Ao et al. experimented with the titania morphology and
degradation efficiency by adding various inorganic salts and solvents to the H2O2 oxidation
process.59,60 To the author’s knowledge NPT, or NST, has not yet been tested within a
microfluidic reactor and has only been investigated for water purification in an
immobilized bulk reactor system. The advantages listed above make NPT an ideal material
for use within a high-density microfluidic reactor. The surface area enhancements and its
unique oxidation characteristics can yield significant performance improvements when
applied to micropillar scaffolding. For these reasons, NPT was selected as the photocatalyst
for this study.

Figure 2.4. NPT oxidized onto a flat Ti substrate. The SEM micrograph shows the
variations in morphology. NPT has large pores that decrease in size the closer they are to
the Ti-NPT interface. Large cracks are common in films oxidized over several hours.
22
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TITANIUM MICROREACTOR FABRICATION METHODS
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3.1.

Materials for Photocatalytic Reactors
Microfabrication of Ti is a relatively new method of applying techniques developed

for traditional silicon (Si) semiconductors to the development of Ti MEMS. Ti, being a
metal, has mechanical properties that make it a compelling alternative to brittle Si. Ti is
ductile, meaning that microfabricated structures are more likely to bend than break under
load, this is especially advantageous for devices such as microneedles61. The native oxide
layer that forms on the surface of Ti when exposed to oxygen in the ambient air makes the
material biocompatible and corrosion resistant; many dental and orthopedic implants are
Ti or a Ti alloy.62 Ti also has a high strength-to-weight ratio making it an ideal material for
use in aerospace applications.63 In regards to PMFRs, microfabrication of Si or Ti is
required in order to achieve the desired feature size of the micropillar array, and would be
impossible to implement in traditional soft materials, such as PDMS, commonly used in
planar reactors. The desired feature size (> 15 µm) is easily obtainable in Si but NPT would
not form natively on Si; instead, a layer of Ti would have to be deposited onto the
microstructured Si. This could potentially be achieved by depositing a thin Ti film through
methods such as sputter coating, but the densely packed micropillar arrays in the PMFR
concept would likely limit homogeneous deposition of the Ti. Therefore, the most
straightforward method is to use bulk Ti as the substrate and microfabricate the reactor into
the Ti itself.
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3.3.

Patterning the Substrate
Microfabrication of titanium is achieved via a top-down manufacturing process that

transfers a 2D pattern from a photomask into the Ti substrate. The steps involved simply
consist of additive material steps and selective removal of material steps. Physically and
chemically reactive etching procedures are applied at various stages to remove material
and protective layers called masks are used to prevent etching in predetermined areas of
the substrate. To achieve high-aspect ratio features and depths up to 150 µm (deepest
reaction chamber depth targeted for this study) a hard mask must be deposited onto the
bulk Ti substrate. This hard mask material is usually an oxide, such as TiO2 or SiO2 (on
the order of hundreds of nm to several µm thick), because oxides have high selectivity
compared to soft masks such as photoresist. Selectivity is the ratio of the substrate etch rate
to the mask etch rate. Higher selectivity allows fabrication of anisotropic high-aspect ratio
features. Selectivity is typically 30-40:1 for oxide hard masks and only 1-2:1 for
photoresist. The most commonly used methods to deposit oxide hard masks are low
pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) and plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD).64 PECVD was used to deposit an SiO2 hard mask for patterning the
Ti substrates used to make the PMFR concept devices.
After hard mask deposition, photolithography pattering is applied by spinning
photoresist onto the substrate. Photoresist, a light-sensitive organic polymer, has a low
selectivity so it is ideal for transferring the photomask pattern into the oxide hard mask.
Photoresist is deposited (on the order of several µm thick) onto a substrate using a spin
coater bench which uses a vacuum chuck to hold the substrate in place. The vacuum chuck
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spins at a programmable speed and time which determines the thickness of the photoresist
on the sample. A mask aligner is commonly used to expose photoresist. The photomask is
placed between the photoresist and the UV exposure lamp so that regions of the photoresist
can be protected from incident photons, which transfer the pattern from the photomask into
the resist after exposure and development. When photoresist is exposed to UV light, it
either cross-links or degrades. A positive resist weakens when exposed to light, and
subsequent development in a base solution washes away the degraded resist leaving the
mask pattern. Negative photoresist cross-links during exposure strengthening the resist,
and development washes away the unexposed resist, leaving the inverse of the mask pattern
in the photoresist. A positive photoresist was used to fabricate the PMFR concept presented
in this work.

3.4.

ICP Reactive Ion Etching
After patterning the photoresist, the oxide hard mask is dry etched using reactive

ion etching (RIE) or inductively coupled plasma RIE (ICP RIE) to transfer the photoresist
pattern into the oxide hard mask. Reactive ion etching relies on high energy directional
ions to remove material through either chemical reactions forming volatile etch byproducts, or through physical ion bombardment. ICP generates a higher density plasma
compared to RIE, and is capable of anisotropic etching with high etch rates.65 Plasma
chemistries of C4F8, CHF3, and CF4 are most commonly used to etch SiO2 hard masks,
because fluorine-based dry etching is highly reactive with SiO2.66,67
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3.5.

Titanium Deep Reactive Ion Etching
High aspect ratio bulk titanium microfabrication through anisotropic dry etching is

a relatively new field established in 2004 by Aimi at al.68 The metal anisotropic reactive
ion etching with oxidation (MARIO) process originated from the cyclic Bosch process used
to etch Si. The MARIO process allows free-standing, stress-free, high aspect ratio
structures to be etched into Ti substrate.68 Using a cyclical isotropic etch step, followed by
an oxidation step to protect the sidewalls from the next cycle, MARIO etches Ti at a rate
of 0.5 µm/min. Similar to the Bosch process, the alternating etch and oxidation steps result
in scalloped sidewalls. In 2005, the MARIO process was improved upon to increase etch
rates without the need for cyclical process and the oxidation step was removed. This new
process called titanium deep reactive ion etching (TIDE), resulted in higher aspect ratio
features with smooth vertical sidewalls. Figure 3.1 is a comparison of MEMS devices
fabricated using the MARIO and TIDE processes.
The TIDE process uses an ICP plasma source to etch titanium in a single process
step. It uses a Cl2/Ar plasma to achieve etch rates of 2 µm/min, mask selectivity of 40:1
(Ti:TiO2), and has a minimum feature size of 750 nm.69 The main etching mechanism is
the chemical reaction between Ti and Cl- ions. The Ar increases plasma density and
stability, and due to its large size, enhances physical etching through ion bombardment.
Since the development of TIDE, further process refinement has been conducted to produce
ultrahigh resolution titanium patterning, down to a minimum feature size of 150 nm.70 Over
the past decade TIDE has also been used for Ti MEMS application that demonstrate the
versatility and benefits of the material in a variety of fields. For example, TIDE has been
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used to: increase vascular endothelial cell adhesion via micropatterned titanium;71 fabricate
the first submicron-patterned titanium stent;72 etch in-plane fenestrated microneedles for
ocular drug delivery;61 and used to demonstrate the potential of Ti microfluidic channels
oxidized with NPT for future photocatalytic reactor applications explored herein.73 The
TIDE process was used to fabricate the micropillar reactors used in this study.

Figure 3.1. Comparison of MEMS devices fabricated using the MARIO and TIDE
processes. A) Comb drive actuator fabricated via MARIO process, note the scalloped
sidewalls of the larger feature.68 B) Deep etched feature and comb drive structure etched
using the TIDE process, note the smooth vertical sidewalls.69
3.6.

Passivation Removal
The final step of the fabrication process is passivation removal. Passivation is a

build-up of etching by-products, e.g. TixClyOz, that deposits onto the vertical sidewalls of
the microfabricated features. Passivation is resistant to lateral etching from the plasma and
contributes to anisotropy. The passivation must be removed prior to NPT oxidation because
chlorine species can contaminate the TiO2 and lower photocatalytic performance. Wet or
dry etching techniques can be used for this procedure; however, fine control must be
maintained to ensure that the underlying Ti is minimally affected. For this reason, dry
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etching was first attempted, since it offered potential for exploiting gas chemistries that
offer high selectivity (e.g., CF4:O2), and thus, minimal etching of the underlying Ti.
However, the inability to achieve desired etch rates and isotropy with accessible
instrumentation motivated the development of an alternate sidewall passivation removal
process based on hydrofluoric (HF) acid etching. While HF is known to etch Ti
aggressively, the use of dilute solutions (2.3% HF) allowed sufficient control to minimize
the impact on device feature fidelity.
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4

OPTIMIZATION OF NANOPOROUS TITANIA FOR USE WITHIN
MICROREACTORS
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4.1.

Introduction
Over the past decade, interest in chip-based, photocatalytic microreactors for water

treatment applications has significantly increased. Due to their microscale dimensions,
microreactors have several advantages over traditional bulk reactor systems, as discussed
in Chapter 2. Many publications have reported on the use of planar microreactors for water
purification, yet most found that only flow rates <50 µl/min were capable of degrading
over 90% of contaminants.47,74–76 One approach to overcome these limitations is to scaleup device dimensions, however this has been difficult to accomplish without sacrificing
advantages that only exist at small length scales.77 Another approach would be to redesign
the traditional systems to accommodate increased flow rates without efficiency loss. This
can be achieved by adding catalyst loading mechanisms, such as scaffolding within the
reaction chamber to increase surface area for catalyst fixation. If the rate of degradation
could be improved, either through device design and/or photocatalyst optimization, then
increased flow rates can be achieved.23
Photoactivity and film integrity are critical parameters that significantly affect
NPT’s applicability within microreactors. An effective NPT film has high photodegradation capability and good adherence to the substrate. However, the oxidation
conditions that influence these two quality characteristics have been demonstrated to be
inversely proportional. NPT films tuned to improve photocatalytic efficiency often suffer
from excessive cracking and delamination. Thicker NPT films possess morphological
characteristics that contribute to surface area enhancements and improve the overall
photocatalytic properties of the material.51 However, the severity of cracking and
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subsequently, delamination, have been proven to be closely related to film thickness.57
When considering NPT’s use within a microfluidic system in which NPT would be exposed
to high flow-induced shear stress, excessive cracking and poor substrate adhesion could
ultimately lead to a loss of material and eventual device failure. To mitigate risk of NPT
delamination during operation of a microfluidic device, NPT must be optimized not only
to maximize photocatalytic efficiency but to minimize crack size as well.
Herein, we have conducted a Taguchi DOE study with grey relational analysis
(GRA) to optimize NPT for use within microfluidic reactors based upon two responses.
The Taguchi method is ideal compared to other DOE methods, such as factorial analysis,
because a large amount of information can be obtained with a relatively limited number of
samples. Although Taguchi-based DOE has been previously reported for optimizing the
synthesis of other types of TiO2 photocatalysts, to the authors’ knowledge, it has never
been applied for the optimization of peroxide-based growth of compact NPT films.78–82 In
this study, NPT was optimized based upon two responses, each with different units, namely
maximizing the reaction rate constant (k) and minimizing average crack size. GRA was
used in conjunction with the Taguchi study to effectively normalize and combine each
response into a single grade to rank each sample. With a single graded response, the ideal
oxidation conditions were found, and a confirmation study was carried out to demonstrate
the performance of optimized NPT. Finally, a Ti micropillar array was fabricated and
oxidized with the optimized NPT conditions to demonstrate the feasibility of NPT for use
within microreactors.
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4.2.

Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Taguchi Experimental Design
The most easily controllable parameters for NPT oxidation are H2O2 concentration,

temperature, and oxidation time. Each parameter was divided into three levels representing
the minimum, middle, and maximum conditions. The H2O2 concentration range (10, 20,
30%) was based on chemical availability and is within the range of concentrations
commonly reported by others in the literature.83 Temperature values (80, 85, 90˚C) were
selected based upon results from an earlier study by others, which found that temperatures
greater than 90ºC resulted in excessive cracking of the TiO2 film, and temperatures below
80ºC were too low to produce a film of sufficient thickness.84 The time parameter (1, 3, 5
hours) was kept to a maximum of five hours to limit NPT film delamination, since samples
oxidized for six hours showed signs of excessive delamination.
Using Taguchi DOE, an L9 orthogonal array was constructed producing nine NPT
growth conditions (Table 4.1). Mean values of the responses were converted to signal-tonoise (S/N) ratios, which quantify performance based upon the desired optimization
outcome and are categorized under three scenarios: larger-is-better, smaller-is-better, or
nominal-is-best. This parameter study sought to maximize k (larger-is-better) and minimize
the average crack size (smaller-is-better). The S/N ratio for a larger-is-better response was
calculated using
𝑛

𝑆𝑁𝐿𝑖𝐵

1
1
= −10 log ( ) ∑ 2
𝑛
𝑦𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1
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(1)

where SNLiB is the S/N ratio for a larger-is-better scenario, n is the number of experimental
replicates, and yij is the experimental result of response i=1, 2,…n and condition j=1, 2,…k.
A smaller-is-better response was calculated by
𝑛

𝑆𝑁𝑆𝑖𝐵

1
2
)
= −10 log ( ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗
𝑛

(2)

𝑖=1

where SNSiB is the S/N ratio for a smaller-is-better scenario.85

Sample

A (%
H2O2)

B (˚C)

C
(Hours)

1

10

80

1

2

10

85

3

3

10

90

5

4

20

80

3

5

20

85

5

6

20

90

1

7

30

80

5

8

30

85

1

9

30

90

3

Table 4.1. Taguchi orthogonal array of experimental oxidation conditions,
A = H2O2 concentration, B = temperature (˚C), C = time (hours)
4.2.2. Nanoporous Titania Sample Preparation
Single-side polished, commercially pure (CP), grade 1 polycrystalline, Ti foil
(Tokyo Stainless Grinding Co.) with a thickness of 320 μm was cut into 1x1 in2 squares
and ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, isopropanol, and deionized (DI) water. The Ti
samples were acid etched in dilute HF (4.9% HF) for one minute to remove the native oxide
layer, and then thoroughly rinsed in a sonicating DI bath for 10 minutes. Directly afterward,
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the samples were submerged into a heated H2O2 bath to form amorphous NPT. Upon
removal from the H2O2, the sample was rinsed in DI and annealed in air at 300˚C for 8
hours forming anatase TiO2 (Thermo Scientific Lindberg Blue M). See Appendix E for a
detailed step-by-step process.

4.2.3. Reaction Rate Constant Analysis
The photocatalytic efficiency of each NPT sample was evaluated via bulk reactorbased degradation of methylene blue (MB), an organic dye commonly used as a target
pollutant in TiO2 studies.14,86–88 The experimental setup is displayed in Figure 4.1. Each
NPT sample was suspended in a room temperature, water-jacketed, glass reactor with 50
mL of 5 mg/L MB undergoing continuous stirring. A 1.5 mm thick quartz disk was placed
on top of the reactor to prevent evaporation. The reactor was then covered for 30 minutes
to allow dark adsorption equilibrium to be achieved on the catalyst surface. Next, a UV
lamp (Blak-Ray B-100A 100W, 79 mW/cm2) with a wavelength of 365 nm was positioned
1 inch above the sample and used to expose the NPT to UV light for two hours. MB
concentration was measured every 30 minutes using a UV-Visible spectrometer (Evolution
60, Thermo Scientific) at a fixed wavelength of 665 nm, the absorption wavelength of MB.
Samples for each of the nine growth conditions were produced and tested in triplicate, and
polished titanium was used as a control. The reaction rate constant, k, was calculated using
the Langmuir-Hinshelwood model for pseudo-first-order reactions.89,90 The negative
natural log of the post-degradation MB concentration normalized by the initial
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concentration was plotted against time; k was determined by the slope of the linear fit for
each sample and is described by

𝑘= −

𝐶
𝑙𝑛 (𝐶 )
𝑜

𝑡

(3)

where C is the post-degradation MB concentration and Co is the initial (post-adsorption)
MB concertation, t is the residence time in minutes.25

Figure 4.1. NPT bulk reactor experimental setup for degradation of methylene blue.
4.2.4. Crack Size Analysis
To quantitatively measure the morphological changes between the nine NPT
growth conditions, the average crack size across the films was measured using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, Leo Supra 55) and image segmentation. Each sample was
imaged at four locations using identical SEM parameters, and high-resolution images were
captured to maximize the pixels-per-inch (PPI) for use in the segmentation process. Using
the trainable WEKA segmentation plugin for ImageJ, part of the imaging suite Fiji
(National Institute of Health), the images were binarized to highlight only the cracks in the
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NPT and filter the pores and nanowires into the background.91,92 The pixels highlighted
within a crack were counted and averaged across each image to measure the change in
crack size between samples.

4.2.5. Grey Relational Analysis
GRA is a multi-step process that mathematically transforms the S/N ratios of each
response into a single set of unitless grades between 0 to 1.93 These grades were used to
rank the performance of each of the nine growth conditions found in Table 4.1. The S/N
ratios were normalized based on the maximum and minimum S/N ratio in the dataset of
each response. S/N ratios were always a larger-is-better scenario, and normalization of each
response was performed using
𝑥𝑖𝑗 =

𝑆𝑁𝑖𝑗 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑗

(4)

where xij is the normalized data for condition j=1,2…9 of response i=1,2, Minij is the
minimum condition j of the S/N dataset for response i, and Maxij is the maximum condition
j of the S/N dataset for response i. The grey relational coefficient compares the normalized
dataset xij to the reference or ideal outcome (x0j = 1), and was calculated for each response
using

𝐺𝑅𝐶 =

∆𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝜁∆𝑚𝑎𝑥
∆𝑖𝑗 + 𝜁∆𝑚𝑎𝑥
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(5)

where GRC is the grey relational coefficient, ∆𝑖𝑗 = |𝑥0𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖𝑗 |, ∆𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛{∆𝑖𝑗 } = 0,
∆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥{∆𝑖𝑗 } = 1, and ζ is the distinguishing coefficient. The distinguishing
coefficient has a range of 0 to 1 and was set to 0.5, which is common when the responses
are equally weighted.94 Finally, the grey relational grade was found using
𝑛

𝐺=∑

𝑤𝑖 𝐺𝑅𝐶

(6)

𝑖=1

where G is the grey relational grade (0 < G < 1) and wi is the weight of response i.85,95 The
weights were kept equal at 0.5 each for k and crack size. The result was a single set of
grades that equally prioritized maximizing k and minimizing crack size. A response table
was generated based upon the average grade of each level for the three parameters, and the
levels with the highest average grade of each parameter produced the optimized conditions
for NPT growth.

4.2.6. Analysis of Variance and Confirmation Test
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the results of the Taguchi study
to determine the significance of effect that each parameter had on the grey relational grade.
The predicted grade and confidence interval of the optimized conditions were calculated
and used as a target for experimental performance. The k value and crack size were found
using the same analysis methods as earlier. The experimental grey relational grade was
calculated and used to rank the optimized NPT against the other nine growth conditions.
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4.2.7. Feasibility Study
A 1x1 inch2 micropillar array was fabricated on a 100 mm diameter Ti wafer using
the TIDE process discussed in Chapter 3. The micropillars had a target diameter of 20 μm
(post-fabricated diameter of 15 µm), with a 40 μm pitch, and were etched to a depth of 100
μm. During anisotropic etching, a passivation layer formed on the sidewalls of the
micropillars, which can impede growth of NPT. In such cases, it was removed using a
dilute HF etch. Lastly, the patterned substrate was submerged in heated H2O2 at the
optimized conditions to form NPT on the micropillar scaffolding. SEM was used to verify
the level of film adhesion and uniformity of coverage.
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4.3.

Results and Discussion
4.3.1

Photocatalytic Performance of NPT

Figure 4.2. a) Percentage of MB degraded after 2 hours of NPT exposure to UV light. b)
Plot of first-order reaction kinetics of MB degradation for best and worst performing
samples; the slope is the reaction rate constant. c-d) process for quantifying crack size in
NPT samples (NPT 1, 2, 3 shown respectively); left to right: SEM image, WEKA
segmentation, and analysis of object size (black objects are cracks). Scale bar = 20 µm.
Data in (a) = mean + standard deviation (n = 3); data in (b) = mean (n=3)
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Response Table for S/N k
Response Table (S/N value)
Delta
Rank
Parameter
Level 1 Level 2
Level 3
Conc. H2O2 -45.474 -45.475
-45.283
0.192
3
Temp
-45.522 -45.535
-45.175
0.359
2
Time
-46.502 -45.141
-44.589
1.913
1

Table 4.2. Response table for reaction rate constant, k. Response table of signal-to-noise
ratios of only the reaction rate constant. Delta indicates the difference between the smallest
and largest level in each parameter, therefore time had the largest effect. Bold indicates the
ideal sample conditions for maximizing the reaction rate constant. S/N ratio values closer
to zero are better.
Response Table for S/N Crack Size
Response Table (S/N value)
Parameter
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Conc. H2O2 -57.494 -58.100 -58.321
Temp
-55.990 -59.443 -58.483
Time
-49.641 -61.781 -62.494

Delta

Rank

0.827 3
3.453 2
12.853 1

Table 4.3. Response table for crack size. Response table of signal-to-noise ratios of
average crack size. Time yielded the greatest effect on the outcome. The ideal sample to
minimize the crack size is level 1 for each parameter. This is confirmed by the performance
of NPT 1. S/N ratios closer to zero are better.
The mean percentages of MB degraded for all nine NPT growth conditions after
two hours of UV exposure is shown in Figure 4.2a. The negligible MB degradation
observed for the polished Ti control indicated that there was minimal UV-based photolysis
of the MB, as would be expected, given the use of relatively long-wavelength UV for these
studies. NPT 3 (10%, 90˚C, 5 h) produced the highest performance, eliminating 52.98 +
1.79%, while NPT 1 (10%, 80˚C, 1 h) had the lowest performance, degrading 41.42 +
1.91% of the MB. The k values were calculated by the slope of the pseudo-first order
reaction found in figure 4.2b. NPT 1 (k value of 0.0045 min-1) and NPT 3 (k value of 0.0061
min-1) are the only samples represented in figure 4.2b, however all samples fit the reaction
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kinetics model with R2 values over 0.997. The complete experimental results can be found
in table 4.4 (see Appendix B for XRD of NPT, and Appendix C for a comparison study
between NPT and P25).
Response table 4.2, shows the average S/N ratio for each level of the three
parameters, and was used to determine the effect of each parameter on k. Oxidation time
proved to have the largest influence on k. This was also observed in the experimental
results, as three of the four samples with the largest k, NPT 3 (10%, 90˚C, 5 h), NPT 7
(30%, 80˚C, 5 h), and NPT 5 (20%, 85˚C, 5 h) were each oxidized for five hours. Table 4.2
also shows that level 3 of each parameter had largest average S/N ratios, thus indicating
that NPT photocatalytic performance improved with more aggressive growth conditions.
The performance improvement with respect to increasing oxidation conditions can
be largely attributed to the increase in film thickness which is primarily reliant on oxidation
time. Studies have shown that longer oxidation times led to increased reaction rates as a
result of thicker films, larger pores, and taller microstructure.58,96 Each of these
morphological changes benefits the photocatalytic efficiency of the material either through
improvements in surface area, allowing more pollutant adsorption sites, or via greater
fluidic accessibility. Optimization based purely on maximizing the reaction rate constant
would demand that NPT growth be conducted at the highest level for each parameter.
However, to decrease complications of cracking and delamination commonly associated
with thicker films, lower oxidation conditions were investigated.
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4.3.2. NPT Crack Size
NPT SEM images and the steps for image segmentation and crack size
measurement are depicted in Figure 4.2c-d. NPT 3 (10%, 90˚C, 5 h) yielded the largest
cracks measuring, on average, 2071 + 184 pixels; while NPT 1 (10%, 80˚C, 1 h) had the
smallest crack size of 135 + 5 pixels. Response table 4.3 shows that time had the greatest
effect on cracking. NPT cracking is largely a result of two factors 1) compressive stresses
due to thermal mismatch between the growing oxide layer and the Ti substrate, and 2) film
shrinkage due to dehydration during annealing.53 NPT films oxidized at higher levels likely
produced much thicker films, resulting in larger cracks compared to films oxidized at lower
levels. Table 4.3 also shows that level 1 of each parameter had the largest S/N ratio and
would therefore be the oxidation conditions used to most effectively limit cracking.
However, optimization based solely on decreasing crack size would negatively impact
photoactivity, as demonstrated by the MB degradation performance of NPT 1 (10%, 80˚C,
1 h), which was oxidized with level 1 conditions. NPT 1 had the smallest crack size but the
worst photocatalytic performance. Thus far, we have demonstrated that oxidation
conditions that influence k and crack size are inversely proportional to each other. Higher
level oxidations resulted in improved k values, while lower level conditions led to smaller
cracks. Therefore, GRA was necessary in order to find oxidation conditions that equally
balanced the two quality characteristics.
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Sample A (%) B (˚C) C (hours) %MB Deg k (min ) CS (pixels)

S/N k

S/N CS

Grade

Rank

1

10

80

1

41.42 + 1.91 0.0045

135 + 5

-46.936

-42.604

0.667

1

2

10

85

3

48.22 + 1.95 0.0055

1505 + 81

-45.193

-63.553

0.478

7

3

10

90

5

51.98 + 1.79 0.0061 2072 + 184 -44.293

-66.326

0.667

1

4

20

80

3

48.61 + 2.01 0.0055

1536 + 99

-45.193

-63.725

0.477

8

5

20

85

5

49.07 + 0.50 0.0056

946 + 62

-45.036

-59.515

0.526

5

6

20

90

1

44.78 + 3.90 0.0049

357 + 26

-46.196

-51.059

0.497

6

7

30

80

5

51.68 + 2.20 0.0060

1208 + 74

-44.437

-61.640

0.643

3

8

30

85

1

43.40 + 4.71 0.0048 579 + 41.6

-46.375

-55.260

0.436

9

9

30

90

3

49.20 + 0.94 0.0056

-45.036

-58.064

0.537

4

800 + 48

Table 4.4. Experimental results for each growth condition, signal-to-noise transformations,
grey relational grade, and performance ranking; A = H2O2 concentration, B = temperature
(˚C), C = time (hour), CS = crack size
4.3.3. Grey Relational Analysis
GRA was applied to the results of the MB degradation and crack size analysis
studies to determine the optimal NPT growth conditions. S/N ratios were calculated using
equation 1 for k, with a larger-is-better scenario, and equation 2 for crack size, with a
smaller-is-better scenario. The grey relational grade, which was calculated from the S/N
ratios using equations 4, 5, and 6, is displayed in Table 4.4, along with the respective
rankings. NPT 1 and NPT 3 both scored identical grades of 0.667 and tied for first rank.
This was a result of the normalization process and the balanced performance between the
two samples. NPT 1 had the smallest k and the smallest cracks and therefore represented
the minimum and maximum S/N ratios for normalizing the two responses. Whereas NPT
3 had the opposite performance, exhibiting the largest k and the largest cracks, equating to
the maximum and minimum values used in the respective responses.
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The new optimized oxidation conditions were found using Table 4.5, which shows
the average grade of samples oxidized at each level of the three parameters. The optimal
oxidation conditions are level 1 concentration with a grade of 0.604, level 1 temperature at
0.596, and level 3 time at 0.612 (10%, 80˚C, 5 hours). Temperature and time had nearly
the same effect on the grade with a max-min delta of 0.115 and 0.114 respectively, while
concentration had the smallest influence with a delta of 0.104. It has been previously
demonstrated that longer oxidation time produces thicker films and larger pores57, while
concentration and temperature have a more direct effect on the rate of NPT growth. Greater
densities of H2O2 molecules yield increased oxidation rates and higher temperatures
increase the rate of NPT growth and produce taller nanostructures.84 Therefore it is possible
that temperature and time, which had similar effects on the outcome, had an inversely
proportional relationship. Within the optimized process a level 1 oxidation temperature
may have slowed the reaction rate enough to balance a level 3 oxidation time to produce a
film with the desired characteristics.
In addition, samples oxidized with level 2 of any parameter had the lowest grades
compared to samples produced at the other levels. This was likely because the two
responses were inversely related to each other. Level 1 oxidations did the most to minimize
crack size, while level 3 oxidations had the greatest effect on increasing k. It is possible
that level 2 oxidations may not have significantly contributed to k or crack size, and instead
led to samples with middling performance in each response. This explanation was further
demonstrated by the fact that the average grade for each level 2 parameter was 0.500 or
close to it, falling in the middle of the range for the grey relational grade.
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Parameter

Level 1 Level 2

Conc. H2O2

0.604

Temp

0.596

Time

Level 3

Effect

*

0.500

0.539

0.104

*

0.480

0.567

0.115

0.533

0.498

0.612

*

0.114

Table 4.5. Response table of the grey relational grade showing the effect of each parameter;
*
indicates levels for optimized NPT
4.3.4. Analysis of Variance and Predicted Performance
ANOVA was conducted to determine the significance of each parameter on the
outcome. The sum of squares for each parameter and the sum of squares total were
calculated using the grey relational grade and the following equations,
̅̅̅1 − 𝐺𝑚 )2 + (𝐴
̅̅̅2 − 𝐺𝑚 )2 + (𝐴
̅̅̅3 − 𝐺𝑚 )2 ]
𝑆𝑆𝐴 = 𝑁[(𝐴

(7)

where SSA is the sum of squares for parameter A, N is the total number of experiments in
the orthogonal array, ̅̅̅
𝐴1 , ̅̅̅
𝐴2 , and ̅̅̅
𝐴3 are the average grades for level 1, 2, and 3 samples of
parameter A found in table 4.5, and Gm is the average grade for all experiments. Sum of
squares total, SST, was calculated using
𝑁

𝑆𝑆𝑇 = ∑

𝑗=1

(𝐺𝑗 − 𝐺𝑚 )

2

(8)

where Gj is the grade of the jth experiment.97 The Fisher’s F-test was used to evaluate the
significance that each parameter had on the outcome and was calculated by dividing the
mean square of each parameter by the mean square error. Table 4.6 shows the results of
the ANOVA analysis calculated using a commercial statistical software package (Minitab®
18). All three F-ratios were greater than 4.0, thus indicating that each parameter was
significant and contributed to the outcome. If the F-ratio was small, then that parameter
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would not need to be included in optimization, therefore, the optimized condition was
considered valid.98 The percent contributions of each parameter emulated the results from
response table 4.5, in that temperature and oxidation time had similar effects, while H2O2
concentration had a smaller effect.
Source

DF

SS

MS

F-ratio % Cont.

Conc.

2

0.0165

0.0083

4.070

26.3

Temp

2

0.0217

0.0108

5.350

34.5

Time

2

0.0206

0.0103

5.070

32.7

Error

2

0.0041

0.0020

Total

8

0.0628

6.5

Table 4.6. ANOVA Results for Grey Relational Grade

4.3.5. Optimized Confirmation Results
The grey relational grade of the optimized sample (10%, 80˚C, 5 hours) was predicted
using
𝑞

𝐺𝑝 = 𝐺𝑚 + ∑

(𝐺𝑖 − 𝐺𝑚 )

(9)

𝑖=1

where Gp is the predicted grey relational grade for the optimized sample, q is the number
of significant parameters, and Gi is the average grade for optimized conditions.97 The
predicted grey relational grade was 0.716, with a 95% confidence interval of 0.546 < G <
0.887. Experimental measurements showed that the optimized NPT degraded 51.56 +
2.00% of the MB with a k of 0.0060 min-1 and ranked third among the nine original growth
conditions, degrading only 0.42% and 0.12% less MB than NPT 3 and NPT 7. The crack
size was measured to be an average of 1700 + 174 pixels, 372 pixels smaller than NPT 3
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and 164 pixels larger than NPT 4, thus ranking ninth overall. The optimized NPT achieved
a grade of 0.628, falling within the confidence interval, but below the predicted grade, and
ranked fourth overall. However, these optimized conditions produced promising results,
yielding a k value only 1.6% below the best performing sample and 17.9% smaller cracks
than the recorded maximum.
The large crack size of the confirmation sample was the main factor that contributed
to a lower grade. Crack size generally increased as oxidation conditions were increased,
but a degree of variability was observed. This variability could have been attributed to a
statistical distribution of pits that formed in the stage 1 oxide layer.60 During the oxidation
process pitting can occur in areas that have not reached the critical oxide thickness to begin
forming stage 2 oxide, and this would result in a recess that ultimately formed cracks.60 It
is possible that the distribution and size of the initial pitting ultimately translated to
unexpected variations in crack size between samples. There were instances where several
more aggressively oxidized samples had smaller cracks than expected. For instance, NPT
5 (20%, 85˚C, 5 hours) had an average crack size 45% smaller than the confirmation sample
but was fabricated at higher levels of concentration and temperature. The predicted grade
did not fully account for the crack size variations from sample to sample, but served as a
target for expected performance. Because the confirmation did fall within the confidence
interval these optimized conditions can be used for future studies to reliably achieve a result
that equally balances reaction rate constant and film quality.
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4.3.6. Feasibility Study
Figure 4.3 shows the titanium micropillar array before and after NPT oxidation with
the optimized growth conditions. NPT was able to fully oxidize the micropillar array
without delaminating from the curved surfaces. Cracking was present in the film but did
not appear to limit uniformity of coverage and there were no signs of delamination, which
is an indication of good film quality and adhesion. NPT oxidation onto Ti micropillars had
been previously investigated for applications other than water purification, but at much
milder growth conditions.57 The addition of micropillars markedly improved the SA:V
ratio, increasing the area for catalyst loading by over 6.7x compared to a flat sample of the
same footprint. When applied to a microreactor, expected additional benefits would include
reduced diffusion distance and increased photon utilization and light trapping, thus
translating to potential for significant improvements in photocatalytic efficiency.

Figure 4.3. Left: SEM of Ti micropillars fabricated using deep reactive ion etching. Right:
Micropillars after oxidation with optimized NPT growth conditions. Scale bar = 20 µm.
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4.4.

Conclusions
A Taguchi-based DOE study was conducted using GRA for optimization of NPT

growth conditions based on maximizing k and minimizing crack size. The results showed
that more aggressive oxidation conditions were ideal for increasing k, but milder conditions
were more suitable for decreasing crack size. GRA predicted that the optimal NPT
oxidation parameters would be the lowest H2O2 concentration and oxidation temperature,
and the longest oxidation time (10% H2O2, 80˚C, 5 hours). ANOVA verified that each
parameter significantly contributed to the outcome of the quality characteristics and
validated the optimized conditions. The optimized sample was tested in a confirmation
study and ranked fourth overall. The confirmation grade fell below the predicted grade, but
was within the confidence interval. Although the confirmation sample did not exceed the
overall performance of original nine growth conditions, we believe these NPT conditions
represent a reliable process for use in future studies. When the optimized conditions were
applied to the growth of NPT within a titanium micropillar array, there were no observed
signs of delamination, and the film appeared to have good adhesion to the substrate. In
Chapter 5, these optimized conditions were applied to the growth of NPT within Ti
micropillar-based microreactor devices, and the impact thereof on photocatalytic
performance was evaluated.
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5

TITANIUM MICROREACTOR CONCEPT FOR WATER PURFICATION
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5.1.

Introduction
As discussed earlier, we have proposed the use of photocatalytic microreactors as

a potential solution for improving the reliability and performance of water recovery
systems (WRS) intended for use in future manned deep space missions. Chapter 1 touched
upon the limitations of the thermal catalytic oxidation reactor used for VOC degradation,
an essential, but chronically problematic component of the current WRS. The high
temperatures and pressures required to operate the catalytic reactor lead to premature seal
and pump failure, thus requiring replacement on timescales that are unlikely to be
compatible with future mission durations. Photocatalytic microreactors, which operate at
standard temperature and pressure, may provide opportunity for mitigating such issues, and
also significantly reducing overall system size and weight (e.g., by allowing use of smaller
pumps, lighter piping and hardware, as well as elimination of heaters, heat exchangers,
thermal insulation, etc.). Finally, by exploiting the UV-rich environment of space,
photocatalytic microreactors may also offer potential for reducing power consumption
considerably (e.g., by eliminating need for heaters and high-pressure pumps).
Since the catalytic reactor in the WRS is housed in a cylinder 3.5 cm in diameter
and 18.1 cm in length, replacement devices with comparable dimensions would be
preferred, to maximize compatibility with the existing system architecture.7 Consequently,
this places emphasis on not only increasing device efficiency and throughput, but also
doing so in as a space-efficient manner as possible. As will be detailed in this chapter, our
novel microfluidic reactor design shows promise in this regard.
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Due to differences in photocatalytic microreactor dimensions, design, catalyst, light
source, and experimental conditions it can be difficult to compare one device against
another. There is no universally accepted procedure for analyzing microreactors, however
there are performance metrics that are commonly reported, such as change in pollutant
concentration and reaction rate constant. These two metrics are measured against residence
time, the amount of time it takes the contaminant to pass through the entire device, which
is a factor of chamber volume and flow rate. Constant residence time allows dissimilar
devices to be measured on the same scale; however other factors, such as contaminant
concentration, can have a significant impact on the outcome. There are many forms of
organic dyes, VOCs, and molecules that have been used as contaminants, each with
different degradation mechanics, and there are rarely standardized operating conditions.
While MB is a commonly used model contaminant for characterizing microreactor
performance, its utility for directly quantifying photocatalytic performance is limited, since
it degrades into various byproducts that can block catalyst surface sites, and/or consume
additional hydroxyl radicals. However, it was nevertheless chosen for use in this study,
since it allowed for more direct comparison to the widest body of work in the microreactor
literature.47,74,76,99
Herein, we have conducted a study to quantify the effect of micropillars within the
reaction chamber of a PMFR device. Titanium micromachining techniques were used to
fabricate the two microreactor designs, one with micropillars and one without, otherwise
each was identical. Each device was fabricated to three different depths to measure the
impact on photocatalytic degradation and to investigate photon-micropillar interaction. To
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compare the two devices to those found in literature, we evaluated PMFR performance via
four different performance metrics at five residence times for each reactor. By compiling
the chamber volumes, flow rates, residence times, degradation ratios and rates from other
devices reported in the literature, we were able to directly benchmark the performance of
our reactors against the current state-of-the-art.
5.2.

Materials and Methods
5.2.1. New Microreactor Concept

Reaction Chamber
The new microreactor concept originates from the traditional chip-based planar
reactor design for its optimal use of a single open chamber vs. a multi-channel or single
channel system. A micropillar scaffolding array was introduced into the reaction chamber
to further increase the SA:V ratio without the need to modify device dimensions. The added
complexity of vertical features limits the forms of TiO2 that can be used within the system
(see Chapter 2 for details). Therefore, NPT was used as the photocatalyst due to its ability
to oxidize any exposed Ti surface upon exposure to H2O2. The DOE-optimized NPT
conditions (10%, 80˚C, 5 hours) were incorporated onto the micropillar array for the study.
To properly use NPT, the reactor was fabricated out of a bulk Ti wafer so that NPT could
be formed directly onto the micropillar array.
The dimensions of the reaction chamber were established to yield a chamber
volume consistent to other devices found in the literature. The 2 x 2.048 cm reaction
chamber consisted of 512,000 micropillars with a target diameter of 20 µm and a 40 µm
pitch (micropillar diameter was measured to be an average of 15 µm after fabrication,
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calculations were made using this diameter). Each row of micropillars was offset to
increase mixing. The devices were fabricated to three different depths of 50, 100, and 150
μm, with greater depths potentially improving the benefit of the micropillars by increasing
the surface area for catalyst fixation by 3.7x, 6.7x, and 9.7x respectively over a flat planar
device. In addition to greater surface area, other potential advantages of micropillars
include a decreased and fixed mass diffusion distance (max of 6.5 μm vs max of 150 μm
for micropillar vs planar devices) resulting in greater mass transfer rates; increased light
trapping and photon utilization; and significantly improved reaction rates.
Flow Distribution Network
To minimize the pressure drop across the system we adopted a bifurcating treebranch design for the flow distribution network at the inlet and outlet.100 Bifurcating flow
distributors begin with a large initial channel from the inlet and double the number of
channels at each additional branch, until there are channels spanning the entire reaction
chamber entrance. Bifurcating designs are commonly used to slowly decrease the speed of
the fluid as it enters the reaction chamber to effectively modulate the pressure between the
inlet and outlet and uniformly distribute the flow across the entire reaction chamber. To
ensure that the initial channel was not excessively wide, channel width was decreased by a
factor of 1.6 between each successive branch following the model established by
Vangelooven et al.100 There were 256 iterations of the smallest branch, each iteration
consisted of two openings 20 μm wide in an offset position to the first row of micropillars.
Figure 5.1 shows the two microreactor designs compared in this study.
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Figure 5.1. Top, schematic of micropillar reactor with blown-up image of NPT grown in
situ on a titanium micropillar core. Bottom, planar reactor with blown-up image of
chamber.
5.2.2

Microreactor Fabrication

Micropillar and planar reactors were both fabricated using an identical process seen in
Figure 5.2. From this point on a micropillar device will be referred to as “MP50” for a
50μm depth reactor and “P50” for a 50 μm depth flat planar device. Grade 1 commercially
pure titanium wafers (100 mm) were cleaned using Acetone, Isopropanol, and DI water
and placed into a Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) system to
deposit 4.2 μm of SiO2 as a hard mask. The Ti wafers were then mounted onto 100 mm
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polycrystalline Si wafers using 3M double-sided thermally conductive tape. The wafers
were cleaned with solvents and using a spin bench photoresist was spun onto the Ti wafers
to protect the surface during the next step. Each wafer was then diced into two rectangular
chips 60 mm x 40 mm using a Disco DAD 321 Automatic Dicing saw with Disco Diamond
blades. The photoresist protects the surface of the oxide from potential contamination and
damage during the dicing process, while the Si wafer mounted beneath the Ti helps to dress
the blade (i.e., reduce buildup of titanium on the blade). Each chip is then ultrasonically
cleaned in solvents and DI water to remove the residual photoresist.
Two photomasks were made using the IC Layout Editor L-Edit. These were
produced with identical dimensions, the only difference being the micropillars. Following
dicing and cleaning, the chips were subjected to photolithographic patterning using the film
masks. First, HMDS was spun onto the Ti chips to promote photoresist adhesion. Then,
SPR-220-7.0 was spun onto the chips to a thickness of 5.5 μm and exposed using a Karl
SUSS MA-6 Mask Aligner. Samples were then developed in AZ 300 MIF developer and
pattern quality was evaluated via optical microscopy.
After lithographic patterning, the samples were subjected to SiO2 plasma etching
using an ICP Oxford Cobra Plasmalab System 100 with a plasma chemistry of C4/F8 until
the lithographic pattern had been transferred to the hard mask. The residual photoresist was
then removed through brief ultrasonic agitation in acetone, rinsed in isopropanol, and DI
water, and finally, dried on a hotplate at 115˚C. An Oxford Cobra Plasmalab System 100
Metal Trench Etcher was used with a Cl2/O chemistry to define the planar reactors and a
Panasonic E626I ICP System was used with a Cl2/Ar chemistry to etch the micropillar
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reactors. The Oxford system, located at UC Riverside, uses much high ICP source power
and higher Cl2 flow rates compared to the Panasonic system, located at the UC Santa
Barbara nanofabrication facility. Efforts were made to develop a process capable of etching
micropillar features on the Oxford system but could not be properly refined for use in this
study. Therefore, the Oxford system was only used to etch planar devices while the
Panasonic system was used to define the micropillar devices. After Ti etching, the samples
were submerged in acetone for 72 hours to dissolve the tape and remove the Si backing
from the Ti chip. A Dremel tool was used to drill inlet and outlet holes in the Ti chip, 1
mm in diameter, at the origin of each flow distributor.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, a passivation layer forms on vertical surfaces during Ti
deep etching to prevent lateral etching from occurring. This passivation must be removed
to expose the pure Ti underneath prior to NPT oxidation. This was to ensure that impurities,
such as Cl, did not react during NPT oxidation, which could negatively impact the
photocatalytic performance. Passivation was removed by subjecting the samples to dilute
HF (2.3%) for 40 seconds followed by sonication in a DI water bath for 5 minutes. The
reactors were then immediately placed into the heated H2O2 solution. All reactors were
oxidized under the same optimized conditions from the NPT parameter study found in
Chapter 4 (i.e., 10%, 80˚C, & 5 hours). Upon removal from the H2O2, samples were rinsed
with DI water and placed into a Lindberg Blue M Box Oven and annealed in air at 300˚C
for 8 hours. A detailed step-by-step process is described in Appendix D.
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Figure 5.2. Process flow for fabrication of microreactors. A) Bulk titanium wafer; B) SiO2
deposited onto Ti surface with PECVD; C) Photoresist spun onto sample using Spin
Coater; D) Photoresist exposed with mask aligner and developed to reveal mask pattern;
E) Photoresist mask pattern transferred into the SiO2 hard mask using reactive ion etching;
F) Mask pattern fully transferred into the Ti via deep reactive ion etching method; G)
Directly after passivation removal the device was submerged into H2O2 to form NPT.
5.2.3. Photocatalytic Reactor Studies
To quantify the effect of micropillars we investigated the photocatalytic
performance of each device at different residence times and conducted a durability
evaluation. In order to use the microreactors as a functioning device a fixture set was
constructed to enclose the entire system forming a water-tight seal. CAD modeling was
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used to design an enclosure that could clamp a glass cover over the open channels to ensure
the solution was forced through the device. Several iterations were designed and tested
using a 3D-printed ABS plastic, however the plastic proved to be insufficient and fractured
under load resulting in leaking. To solve this problem the fixture set was fabricated out of
aluminum which successfully produced a water-tight seal on the reactor (see Appendix E
for detailed schematics). In addition to the fixture set, other layers were added to ensure a
secure fit and reduce the potential for cracking the glass cover. The schematic for the
constructed microreactor device is shown in Figure 5.3. The constructed device consisted
of the base Aluminum (Al) fixture set, on top of that a 1 mm thick PDMS gasket, followed
by the reactor, then a thin 250 µm PDMS sheet bonded to a 1mm thick glass slide, beneath
a 1 mm PDMS gasket to distribute load, all beneath the top Al fixture set. Threading was
integrated into the holes of the base fixture set and M5 screws were used to tighten all
layers together.
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Figure 5.3. (Top) Exploded view of constructed microreactor in fixture set. The top fixture
set is depicted upside down to show the extruded platform that was used to localize pressure
only to the area of the microreactor. (Bottom) Experimental setup for measuring MB
degradation, constructed device was placed into room temperature water bath and a syringe
pump was used to flow MB through the system.
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To conduct the experiments, finger-tight fittings and 0.010” ID tubing (Idex) were
connected to the bottom of the base fixture set to allow flow to be passed through the
device. The inlet tubing was connected to a 10 ml glass syringe (Hamilton) and fixed into
a syringe pump for precisely controlling flow of MB solution. The constructed reactor was
placed into a room-temperature water bath to control temperature. A 365 nm Blak-Ray B100A 100W lamp with a funnel was positioned 1” above the Ti reactor, yielding a light
intensity of 5.5 mW/cm2 when measured through the glass slide bonded to PDMS (i.e.,
identical conditions to the experimental setup). The outlet tubing was placed into an
Erlenmeyer flask for collecting processed MB. To make the experiment comparable to
those reported in the literature, 20 µM (7.478 mg/L) of MB was selected as the target
concentration. This concentration was double that of the ISO standard reported for bulk
reactor degradation and is identical to the concentration used in a 2018 study by Li et
al.47,101
To compare the performance of all six devices, 5 fixed residence times were
selected (40, 30, 20, 10, 5 sec) and flow rates were adjusted according to the chamber
volume and desired residence time. After enclosing the reactor into the fixture set there
was air present in the channels, so 2 ml of 200 proof ethanol was flowed through the device
at the longest residence time to purge the system. Ethanol’s low surface tension helped to
prevent air bubbles from forming and getting trapped inside the chamber. To clean ethanol
out of the system, 2 ml of DI water was sent through the device at the same flow rate.
Afterwards, the MB solution was flowed through the reactor at a residence time of 40
seconds for a total of 1 hour while the glass window was covered to allow dark adsorption
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to occur. After 60 minutes, 1.5 ml of MB was collected for a post-adsorption measurement.
A UV-Vis Thermo Scientific Evolution 60 spectrometer was used to take MB absorption
measurements at a wavelength of 665 nm. After the adsorption measurement the cover was
removed, and the UV lamp was positioned above the sample. To purge the system of
unexposed MB, 1 ml was passed through the device before the photocatalytically degraded
MB was collected. This procedure was repeated for each of the five flow rates, after
collecting 1.5 ml of degraded MB the flow rate would be increased and 1 ml was passed
through before collection at the new flow rate began. This experiment was repeated three
times for each device to measure an average. Reactors were reused due to the complexity
of device fabrication. To ensure there was minimal contamination between experiments, 5
ml of ethanol was sent through the device at the fastest flow rate followed by 5 ml of DI
water. This process helped to remove adsorbed contaminants within the device through
shear forces. A new 250 μm PDMS sheet and glass slide were used for each experiment
because MB fouling did occur on the PDMS as it was exposed to MB flow. Reactors were
also visually inspected with SEM to ensure there was no damage to the NPT or excessive
adsorbed MB. In addition, a MP100 and a P100 without NPT were subjected to the same
process as above to establish a baseline and ensure that MB degradation was not a result
of UV photolysis.
To measure the effect of prolonged MB degradation, we conducted a durability
study using a MP100 reactor. MP100 was subjected to the same procedure above, but with
a constant flow rate equivalent to 40 seconds residence time. Spectroscopy measurements
were made every hour for 15 hours. Only one depth was used because durability was
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expected to be similar across all depths. The experimental conditions are listed in Table
5.1.
Device
P50
P100
P150
MP50
MP100
MP150

Chamber
Vol. (µL)
24
49
73
24
42
65
Residence
Time (s)

Flow Rate (µL/min)
36.0
73.5
109.5
36.0
63.0
97.5

48.0
98.0
146.0
48.0
84.0
130.0

72.0
147.0
219.0
72.0
126.0
195.0

144.0
294.0
438.0
144.0
252.0
390.0

288.0
588.0
876.0
288.0
504.0
780.0

40

30

20

10

5

Table 5.1. Chamber volumes and corresponding flow rates for each of the 6 devices tested.
P50 and MP50 had similar volumes because the chamber depth of MP50 was deeper than
the 50 µm target depth. Target depths of 50, 100, and 150 µm were nominal and actual etch
depth varied due to variations in geometry and etching dynamics.
5.2.4

Performance Metrics

Each device was evaluated using four performance metrics to establish a detailed
analysis of micropillar and depth effects. These include percentage of MB degraded (%
MB), reaction rate constant (k, min-1), degradation rate (µg/h), and activity (mg/hL). The
% MB is the difference between the post-adsorption measurement and the MB absorption
value after it has passed through the system. The k values were calculated identically to the
values reported for bulk reactor degradation found in Chapter 4, described by equation 3.
Degradation rate is the mass of MB degraded per hour, which is heavily influenced by
initial concentration, chamber volume, and flow rate. Activity is equivalent to degradation
rate but normalized to the chamber volume. While their use is not as commonplace, the
degradation rate and activity were reported herein to allow direct performance comparisons
to the broader microreactor literature (i.e., comparison to those reports that provided
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sufficient experimental details to allow calculation of these parameters retrospectively).
Activity was also a metric of particular interest herein, since this provided means for
evaluating the most space-efficient reactor design, a critical consideration for the target
application within the WRS.

5.3.

Results and Discussion
5.3.1. Microreactor Performance Evaluation
Each sample was characterized with SEM imaging and Dektak surface profilometry

to get an accurate depth measurement for calculating chamber volume. The measured
chamber volume was used to determine the flow rate for each residence time. Images of a
micropillar reactor are shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4. Scanning electron micrographs of a) MP100 after Ti etching, showing good
sidewall profile control, etch uniformity, and feature fidelity; b) close-up image of
micropillars from MP50 coated with NPT, showing minimal NPT delamination; and c)
close-up of sidewall and channel floor of bifurcating flow distributor for MP50 device,
showing NPT morphology similar to that sees on the micropillars, and the flat Ti foils
discussed in Chapter 4.
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5.3.1.1.

Methylene Blue Concentration Change

Figure 5.5. Plot of methylene blue degradation for each device. The bars with vertical
dashes indicate micropillar reactors, while the solid bars indicate performance of planar
reactors. Micropillars increased %MB degradation, while increasing depth decreased
%MB degradation.
The concentration change of MB for each of the six devices is shown in Figure 5.5.
Of the six devices, MP50 degraded the largest concentration of MB, eliminating an average
of 97.26 + 0.16% at a residence time (rt) of 40 seconds. As rt was decreased, MP50’s
performance dropped marginally but did not fall below 90% until a rt of 10 seconds. P50,
the flat counterpart to MP50, degraded 94.91 + 0.16% MB at the longest rt, only 3% less
than MP50. However, this differential widened as rt was decreased, since P50 performance
dropped off at a faster rate with decreasing rt. The largest differential between the two
devices occurred at a rt of 5 seconds, during which MP50 degraded 16.97% more MB than
P50. This trend was repeated when comparing the results of MP100 to P100 (largest
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differential of 21.82%) and MP150 to P150 (largest differential of 42.60%). In every case,
the micropillar reactor degraded more MB than its flat planar counterpart. Due to identical
geometry between MP and P devices of the same depth, apart from micropillars, it can be
concluded that the performance improvement was solely attributed to the addition of the
micropillar array.
MB degradation was observed to be inversely related to microreactor depth for both
micropillar and flat planar reactors, i.e. as reactor depth increased, the percentage of MB
degraded decreased. This can be explained for planar devices, since flow was laminar and
mass diffusion distance increased with depth, thus requiring MB molecules to diffuse
greater distances to reach the NPT on the reactor floor. Additionally, deeper devices
required photons to travel a greater distance through the MB solution to reach the NPT.
Larger photon diffusion distances increase the probability for the photon to be scattered or
absorbed prior to interaction with the catalyst.
Micropillar devices also suffered a loss in efficiency as depth was increased, though
to a lesser extent compared to planar devices, likely due to the constant mass diffusion
distance at every depth. Unlike in planar devices, the maximum diffusion distance in a
micropillar device is linked to half the distance between two offset micropillars and stays
constant at 6.5 µm regardless of depth. As such, pillar-induced scattering was likely the
primary factor that impacted deeper micropillar devices. Specifically, we hypothesize that
absorption or diffuse scattering of photons incident upon the pillar sidewalls would cause
a decrease in the photon flux with increasing depth into the chamber, and thus, the
concentration of hydroxyl radicals available for degradation of MB.
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5.3.1.2.

Reaction Rate Constant

Figure 5.6. Plot of reaction rate constant (min-1) calculated from the LangmuirHinshelwood model for first order reactions. Larger reaction rate constants indicate faster
reaction rates. Micropillar devices exhibited greater reaction rate constants than their planar
counterparts. Reaction rate constants also decreased with increased depth for both MP and
P devices; however, while they generally increased with shorter residence times for MP
devices, they remained largely constant for P device.
The reaction rate constant was calculated to gain insight into the rate of reaction
and for comparison to the bulk reactor system reported in Chapter 4. Figure 5.6 shows the
results of the k for the six devices. MP50 had the largest reaction rate of 7.89 + 0.120 min1

at a rt of 5 seconds, while P50’s k value of 4.450 + 0.413 min-1, though still large

compared to other published devices, was over 1.5x smaller than its micropillar
counterpart. Performance dropped off more significantly as depth increased for planar
devices compared to micropillar devices, each with a k value range of 0.79 to 4.450 min-1
and 2.79 to 7.89 min-1 respectively. The largest disparity being between the MP50 and the
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P150 device which had an order of magnitude difference between the k values, thus
demonstrating the significant effects of micropillars and chamber volume. Overall, the
results showed that each micropillar device had a larger k than its planar counterpart. The
k values for the both types of devices decreased as depth increased and the k values
generally increased as the rt decreased. The longer optical pathways associated with
increased depth lowered the catalyst irradiance slowing the reaction rate and the taller
channels decreased MB diffusion to the region of photocatalytic activity.23 Shortening the
rt often led to larger k values due to the higher rate of mass transfer. The greater flow rates
associated with shorter rt’s led to more MB interacting with the catalyst and therefore
larger k values.47
When we compared the microreactor results to those of the bulk NPT reactor study
found in Chapter 4, we found that minimizing reactor volume to the microliter-scale
resulted in vast improvements to the k values. The optimized NPT sample in a bulk reactor
system managed a k value of 0.0060 min-1 compared to the largest k of 7.89 min-1 for MP50,
an improvement of three orders of magnitude over the bulk reactor system. The k value is
strongly influenced by factors such as chamber geometry, mass transfer rate, and intrinsic
reaction rate.29 When decreasing the dimensions of the reactor, all the microreactor
advantages mentioned in Chapter 2 come into effect. The mass transfer rate was arguably
the most significant advantage and was vastly improved in the microreactor due to a
reduction in reaction chamber volume from 50 ml (bulk system) to 24 μL (MP50). The
second major factor was dramatic differences in SA:V ratios, the bulk reactor system had
a SA:V ratio three orders of magnitude smaller than the micropillar devices. This was
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because the small 1 in2 immobilized catalyst was suspended in a solution volume 2000x
larger than that of the microreactor chamber volume. These two characteristics were also
the reasons why a micropillar device showed notable improvement in k values over a planar
device.

5.3.1.3.

Degradation Rate

Figure 5.7. Plot of degradation rate (μg/h) vs. each device at varying residence times.
Degradation rate is the mass of MB degraded per hour. The key parameters that greatly
influenced the degradation rate were shorter residence times (increased flow rates) and
larger chamber volumes. Even though the larger devices were less efficient (see figure 5.5
and 5.6), the devices with the larger chamber volume could produce the greatest level of
throughput which contributed to large degradation rates.
Based on the results found in Figure 5.7, the degradation rate was heavily
influenced by residence time (flow rate) and chamber volume. As is the case with the other
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two performance metrics discussed thus far, the addition of micropillars contributed to
improved degradation rates over the planar counterparts in every instance except for
MP100 vs P100 at rt 40.0 seconds (negligible performance difference). MP50 yielded the
largest concentration change of MB, and the largest k, but it produced the lowest
degradation rate of the micropillar devices at 62.27 + 0.67 μg/h at a rt of 5 seconds. MP150
produced the greatest degradation rate overall at 93.94 + 10.39 μg/h at a rt of 5 seconds.
For all micropillar devices, the degradation rate increased as rt was decreased. This
was due to the higher flow rates, which increased throughput, thus allowing a greater
volume of MB to be pushed through the device each hour. Even though the MP reactors
were less efficient at greater flow rates, as seen in Figure 5.5, a greater volume of fluid was
passed through the system, collectively accounting for a larger mass of MB degraded over
an hour. The second noticeable trend was that the degradation rate increased as chamber
volume was increased. This was because deeper devices have a larger chamber volume and
must accommodate larger flow rates to maintain the predetermined rt. MP150 had the
largest chamber volume (65 μL) among micropillar devices, and at a rt of 5 seconds (780.0
μL/min), had a throughput rate of 46.8 ml of solution per hour. Even though MP150 had
only demonstrated a MB degradation percentage of 26.84 + 2.97% at a rt of 5 seconds,
more MB would be degraded over an hour compared to MP50. MP50 would yield a
maximum throughput rate of only 17.3 ml an hour with a MB degradation percentage of
48.19 + 0.52%, at the same rt.
Planar devices did not follow the same overall trend, in that the reactor with the
largest degradation rate was P100 (55.88 + 4.5 μg/h at a rt of 5 seconds) and not P150
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(29.98 + 6.45 μg/h at a rt of 5 seconds). The degradation rate increased from P50 to P100
but dropped off at a depth of 150 μm. This was because P150 was too inefficient for the
degradation rate to further increase over P100. Even though P150 had the largest flow rate
compared to the other planar devices, its lower efficiency (see Figure 5.5 or 5.6) severely
impacted the degradation rate, and the trend observed for the micropillar devices was not
able to continue beyond a depth of 100 μm for the planar devices. The degradation rate of
the P150 device illustrates that planar reactors with depths greater than 150 μm will
experience a significant detriment to performance that would outweigh the benefits of a
larger chamber volume. Therefore, the depth of a planar reactor should be kept between
100 and 150 μm deep to maintain the balance of higher throughput with degradation
efficiency.
These results further demonstrate the utility of the micropillar array. In Chapter 2
we reported that throughput is the major limitation of microreactor technology, and one
commonly reported solution is to scale-up reactor dimensions. However, as demonstrated
by the results of the planar reactors in this study (and those of several studies by others that
have investigated depth effects in planar reactors), we can conclude that scaling up
dimensions to accommodate increased throughput is not viable beyond depths of 100 to
150 μm. The results for the micropillar devices clearly demonstrate that the addition of
catalyst scaffolding within the reaction chamber allows realization of high throughputs
while reducing the efficiency loss penalty relative to planar reactors.
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5.3.1.4.

Activity

Figure 5.8. Plot of activity (mg/hL) vs. residence time for each device. Activity is a metric
of reactor efficiency, and is calculated by normalizing the degradation rate by the chamber
volume. MP50 yielded the highest activity at each rt, due its combination of a large reaction
rate constant and small chamber volume.
The activity performance metric, defined as the degradation rate normalized by the
chamber volume, was calculated to determine which device was most efficient for its size.
As can be seen in Figure 5.8, each micropillar device exhibited greater activity than its
planar counterpart. MP50 produced the highest activity, 2595 + 28 mg/hL at a rt of 5
seconds, while P150 had the lowest activity, 291.6 + 20 mg/hL at a rt of 30 seconds.
Activity increased as rt decreased, due to the increased reaction rate at higher flow rates,
and the increase in degradation rate with greater flow rates. Devices with larger chamber
volumes were observed to be less efficient and displayed lower activity compared to
devices with smaller chamber volumes. There was a 75% decrease in activity between P50
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and P150 at a rt of 5 seconds, however, MP50 and MP150 only experienced a loss in
activity of 44% between the two depths. The increased photoactive surface area and fixed
mass diffusion distance contributed to a smaller performance deficit between the two
depths.
Photocatalytic microreactor publications commonly report degradation percentage
and k to demonstrate performance of the novel device over a conventional one. However,
directly comparing these two performance metrics to other published devices is not ideal
because experimental conditions, such as target contaminant, concentration, flow rates,
residence times, chamber volume, and light intensity can vary between each study, and
each parameter can dramatically affect the outcome. The degradation percentage and k
values are heavily dependent on the operating conditions, so the use of degradation rate
and activity, which include concentration, rt, degradation percentage, and chamber volume
in their calculation, allows for more direct comparisons. The precedent for using
degradation rate and activity for the purpose of comparison has been well-established in
the literature. For example, Fernández-Pérez et al. used activity to evaluate and compare a
ZnO flow-through photo reactor to other reported microfluidic devices,102 and Lin et al.
used it for comparison of a metal-ion doped microreactor.76
One parameter not investigated in this study that has an effect on the four
performance metrics discussed in this chapter is light intensity. Photonic efficiency (ξ) is
the ratio of the reaction rate to the incident light intensity and is described by
𝜉=

𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
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(10)

where incident light is the light intensity on the reactor.44 It has been demonstrated that
increasing light intensity leads to an increase in photocatalytic activity. A higher photonic
flux produces a greater density of hydroxyl radicals and improves the reaction rate. As light
intensity is increased beyond a critical value to a point of photonic saturation, the reaction
rate becomes independent of light intensity.103 We did not investigate light intensity
because of the targeted application for the NPT MP reactor. In the UV-rich environment
of space there should be no shortage of photons for reactor irradiation and the rate limiting
factor would likely be flow rate. The light intensity used in this study is also sufficiently
low that we can confidently claim that the high MP reactor performance was not primarily
due to a large light intensity. However, a future study to investigate the effect of light
intensity should be conducted. The micropillars in the reaction chamber contributed
significant photocatalytic enhancement at greater depths compared to flat planar devices.
Each micropillar device had a uniform molecular diffusion distance, independent of depth,
meaning that photon penetration was the rate limiting factor. A future study could
investigate the effect of greater light intensities on micropillar devices. With a greater
incident photonic flux, the probability of photons reaching all NPT surfaces of MP150
devices would increase resulting in improved degradation percentages that may match
those of the MP50 device.
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5.3.2. Microreactor Durability

Figure 5.9. MB degradation for MP100 over 15 hours. Data was collected identically to
the MB flow rate studies and a residence time of 40 seconds with a flow rate of 63.0 µL/min
was used. An initial concentration measurement, at time 0h, was recorded after the postadsorption step and over 15 hours the percentage of MB degradation only decreased by
2.7%, indicating stable performance over a prolonged period.
The durability of the micropillar reactor was investigated because MB fouling is a
commonly reported problem when reusing devices. The longest rt of 40 seconds,
equivalent to 63.0 µL/min, was used across the entire experiment and an initial
measurement was collected with UV exposure after the adsorption step. As shown in
Figure 5.9, MP100 degraded 92.84% of MB at the initial time point zero and rose to a peak
degradation amount of 95.53% after two hours, ultimately ending after 15 hours of
continuous flow at a degradation percentage of 90.17%. From beginning to end of the
experiment, MP100 only exhibited a loss of 2.67% and a maximum loss of 5.36% as a
result of fouling. This reflects a highly efficient device overall and suggests that the
micropillar devices experienced some mild self-cleaning effects. We hypothesize that fluid
shear contributed to removal of adsorbed intermediate species that could block photoactive
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sites on NPT. The durability performance of the NPT MP reactor demonstrated a high
degree of reliability compared to several other publications which reported a similar
study.47,74 The high level of NPT MP durability also shows promise for use in deep space
applications. A replacement for the thermal catalytic oxidation reactor would need proven
reliability to make it a cost effective alternative. The performance of the NPT MP reactor
bodes well for continuing to investigate long-term reliability studies to further support the
case for photocatalytic devices as a viable replacement for thermal catalytic reactors.
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5.3.3. Literature Comparison

Device

Light
Source

MB
(mg/L)

MP50 (this
work)

100 W,
5.5
mW/cm2

7.478

P50 (this
work)

Dual Film
NR47

Metal-Ion
MR76

Biomimetic
MR99

P25 MR45

Coated
Fiberglass
MR74

100 W,
5.5
mW/cm2

150 W,
2.0
mW/cm2

200 W,
8.0
mW/cm2

7.478

7.478

20

150 W,
100
11.217
mW/cm2
16 W, 1.1
11.217
mW/cm2
150 W,
2.0
mW/cm2

ZnO
400 W,
Continuous
9.9
Flow-Through
mW/cm2
102
Reactor

7.478

10

Reaction
Reaction
Flow Rate Residence Degradation
Rate
Degradation Activity
Volume
(μL/min) Time (s) Percentage Constant Rate (μg/h) (mg/hL)
(μL)
(min-1)
24

24

40

150

5

90

50

99

288

5

48.2

7.89

62.3

2595

144.0

10

69.1

7.05

44.7

1861

72.0

20

91.8

7.50

29.7

1237

48.0

30

97.1

7.08

20.9

871

36.0

40

97.3

5.40

15.7

655

288.0

5

31.2

4.50

40.3

1681

72.0

20

78.2

4.57

25.3

1052

36.0

40

94.9

4.47

15.3

639

120

20

48

2.0

25.8

646

30

80

90

1.75

12.1

303

500

18

20

0.74

120.0

800

100

90

63

0.66

75.6

504

75

4

13

2.09

6.6

1312

25

12

41

2.64

6.9

1380

600

9

13

0.92

52.5

583

75

72

55

0.67

27.8

308

200

15

45

2.39

40.4

808

33.3

90

90

1.535

13.5

269

333.3

17.8

64.6

3.500

129.2

1305

Table 5.2. Caption is on the following page.
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Table 5.2. Summary table of photocatalytic microreactor performance data and
experimental conditions for the current work, as well as previous reports from others, all
for degradation of MB specifically. The ZnO reactor is included to show performance of a
different material and because Fernández-Pérez et al. reported on activity as a means for
comparing work reported by different authors.102 Important note: In cases where certain
performance metrics were not reported explicitly in the cited studies, these were estimated
based upon experimental conditions reported therein.

Figure 5.10. Schematics of all six devices that are listed in Table 5.2. a) Dual Film NR47;
b) Metal-Ion MR76; c) Biomimetic MR99; d) P25 MR45; e) Coated Fiberglass MR74; f) ZnO
Continuous Flow-Through Reactor102.
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Parameters from similar microreactor publications were collected and organized in
Table 5.2 and schematics are displayed in Figure 5.10, for comparison to MP50, the best
performing device in this study. Since degradation rate and activity were only reported in
two of the six publications listed in the table, these performance metrics were calculated
for the other four publications using experimental conditions reported therein. As shown
in the table, the MP50 devices were able to achieve activities that surpassed previously
reported devices by 2 to 5-fold. Below, we further discuss the critical advantages of the
MP reactor, thus demonstrating the advantages conferred by the increase catalyst loading
and reduced diffusion lengths therein.
The most recent comparable study was conducted by Li et al. in which they doubled
the SA:V ratio of a planar reactor by depositing TiO2 nanorod arrays on the top and bottom
surfaces of the reaction chamber.47 This dual-film construction yielded an activity of 646
mg/hL, 4x smaller than MP50. The design of the Dual-Film NR device was novel and
succeeded in increasing the photoactive surface area, however the design had some
weaknesses that hindered its performance. For example, absorption within the upper
nanorod film reduced photon flux reaching the nanorod layer on the chamber floor, thus
limiting its ultimate contribution to degradation. Additionally, as we observed in the
current work, photocatalytic efficiency drops off significantly between depths of 100 and
150 µm in flat planar devices. It is likely that the Dual Film NR reactor suffered some
efficiency loss due to mass and photon transfer limitations at a chamber depth of 200 µm.
It is important to note that the light intensity used in the Dual-Film NR study was only 2.0
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mW/cm2, compared to MP50’s incident light intensity of 5.5 mW/cm2, so it is possible the
Dual-Film NR performance would be improved with a higher intensity light source.
The Metal-Ion MR sought to improve photocatalytic degradation of MB by
comparing a multi-channel reactor to a planar one and experimenting with metal-ion doped
TiO2.76 The planar reactor with 0.05% Cu2+ doped TiO2 yielded the best results and
reported a maximum activity of 800 mg/hL, over 3x times lower than MP50. This was one
of two papers that reported activity and used it for literature comparison, with the authors
referring to activity as degradation rate per reaction volume (DRPRV). In addition, this
was also one of two devices that achieved a greater degradation rate than any of the NPT
reactors. The Metal-Ion MR reported a degradation rate of 120.0 µg/h, roughly twice that
of MP50. Important differences between the two devices that contributed to this difference
are the chamber volumes and MB concentration. Each of these parameters affects the
outcome of the degradation rate, in addition to the other parameters listed above, but these
two likely had the largest effect. The chamber volume of the Metal-Ion MR was 150 µL,
6x larger than MP50, which allowed higher flow rates to be used with longer residence
times. It is also important to note that only two MP50 devices in parallel are needed to
achieve the same degradation rate as the Metal Ion MR, at only one third of the reaction
chamber volume. The MB concentration was 20 mg/L, this larger concentration in
combination with larger flow rates, led to an increased degradation rate because a greater
volume of fluid processed over an hour and there is more available MB for degradation.
Comparing two devices based solely on degradation rate would mean that, in most cases,
the device with a larger degradation rate may not be the most efficient due to differences
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in experimental conditions and chamber volume. By normalizing the degradation rate with
chamber volume one can compare two devices and determine which is more effective for
its size. A critical conclusion to make when the target application has dimensional
constraints.
The Biomimetic MR sought to improve degradation percentage by decreasing the
pressure drop within the system and improving flow velocity to yield a faster photocatalytic
reaction rate within the reactor by using a biomimetic-inspired flow distribution network.99
This device had the largest activity behind MP50 in Table 5.2. The small chamber volume
of the Biomimetic MR (5 µL), a constant depth of 50 µm, and a larger fluctuation in flow
velocity, which facilitated greater mixing, contributed to the higher level of activity. One
notable difference with this experimental setup is the light intensity was 100 mW/cm2, far
larger than any other light source used in the comparable literature. However, without a
study for each device to determine photonic efficiencies at different light intensities it is
difficult to assess the contribution of a more powerful light source.
The P25 MR was selected for comparison due to its resemblance to a traditional
planar reactor design and its use of Degussa P25 nanoparticles, the most widely used form
of TiO2 photocatalyst. This study sought to compare differences in three colloidal TiO2
solutions applied using the sol-gel method for use within microreactors. They found that
the water-based P25 colloidal dispersion performed best in a microfluidic reactor setup.45
The P25 MR listed in Table 5.2 was fabricated using the water-based P25 method and
achieved a max activity of 583 mg/hL with a chamber volume of 90 µL. In a bulk reactor
system, P25 has proven to be more photocatalytically active than NPT, due to its ideal
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combination of anatase and rutile crystal structure. When comparing the two materials in
a microreactor setup, such as P100 vs P25 MR, we found that the NPT reactor yielded
better performance with an activity of 1140.3 mg/hL and a degradation rate of 55.9 µg/h.
The clear advantage of NPT over P25 is its ability to form homogeneously over any
exposed Ti, allowing uniform deposition of TiO2 on horizontal and vertical features. P25
applied to a micropillar reaction chamber via the sol-gel method would cause dense
aggregates to form around the array and lead to complications with uniform flow and
clogging. It is likely that the NPT reactor performed better than the P25 MR because NPT
was formed not only in the reaction chamber but within the flow distribution network and
vertical sidewalls as well. This added surface area likely improved the degradation rate and
activity by increasing the SA:V.
The Coated Fiberglass MR study was most comparable, in theory, to the micropillar
reactors. Li et al. used fiberglass coated in TiO2 to increase the SA:V ratio and introduce
turbulence within the flow that would contribute to mixing and reaction rate enhancements.
They found that the Coated Fiberglass MR had superior performance compared a
conventional flat film microreactor.74 Adding photocatalyst surface area to the reaction
chamber via TiO2-coated fiberglass is the same, in principle, as adding NPT-oxidized
micropillars, both types of reactors utilized scaffolding to improve catalyst loading. The
maximum activity of the Coated Fiberglass MR was calculated to be 808 mg/hL, 4x smaller
than MP50. It is possible the activity could have been larger if residence times shorter than
15 seconds (larger flow rates) were explored. Several improvements to the device design
may have helped to improve the activity. The fiberglass itself was disordered and may have
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blocked pathways or created channels, meaning that there would not be a consistent
degradation rate across the chamber. Using a scaffolding method that is easier to
manipulate would allow uniform reaction rates and possibly improve degradation.
Secondly, the Coated Fiberglass MR only had TiO2 on the fiberglass and not on the
chamber floor. This was likely to allow a direct comparison to be made between fiberglass
and a flat film, but adding TiO2 to the chamber floor would maximize the SA:V ratio and
improve the activity. Lastly, the reaction chamber had a height of 250 µm, while the coated
fiberglass had diameters of 14.2 µm. By decreasing the chamber depth mass transport and
photon utilization would be improved and increase the reaction rate of the device.
The ZnO Continuous Flow-Through Reactor publication used activity to compare
their device to others. Fernández-Pérez et al. sought to improve upon the limitations of
traditional microreactor systems and utilized a stainless-steel mesh supported zinc oxide
(ZnO) catalytic disc in a microreactor-type setup. They found that even with poor
interaction between the largely hydrophobic polar faces of the ZnO and the MB, the flowthrough reactor produced greater activity, 1305 mg/hL, over other microreactors published
in literature.102 MP50 had an activity twice that of the ZnO Continuous Flow-Through
Reactor, but a degradation rate half that of the ZnO device.
The two devices listed in Table 5.2 that achieved higher degradation rates than
MP50 were the Metal-Ion MR and the ZnO Continuous Flow-Through MR. From the
results it is evident that chamber volume and flow rate have a significant impact on the
degradation rate. The Metal-Ion MR had a chamber volume of 150 µL and the ZnO
Continuous-Flow Reactor had a chamber volume of 99 µL, 6x and 4x larger than MP50.
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For microreactor use in a confined space, such as a replacement for the catalytic reactor on
the ISS, the ideal reactor would be the smallest most efficient device to optimize the use of
available space. Therefore, devices with the highest level of activity should be considered
for confined space applications. Even with maximization of throughput as the goal, reactors
with the largest activity would be more advantageous over devices with lower activity but
a higher degradation rate. This is due to the overall size of each device, the reaction volume
of MP50 is 4x smaller than that of the ZnO Continuous Flow-Through reactor but the
degradation of rate of MP50 is only half that of the ZnO device. Two MP50 reactors
running in parallel would achieve the same degradation rate as the ZnO reactor with only
half of the chamber volume. In any real-world application multiple reactors would be
required to produce practical flow rates on the order of ml/min, so the ideal photocatalytic
water purification device would consist of many MP50 devices in parallel. Operating under
the principle that multiple reactors would be needed in real-world applications means that
any of the reactors in Table 5.2 would work but MP50 would produce the smallest overall
package.
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5.3.4. High Throughput Device Concept

Figure 5.11. A Photocatalytic Multi-Reactor Concept (PMRC) high throughput
photocatalytic water purification device. Multiple devices stacked on top of each other
with dual-sided UV LED lights allows a greater number of reactors to be combined into
a single enclosure. Due to the fabrication method a reactor (orange in picture) can be
produced on each side of a titanium substrate (gray) allowing space inside the enclosure
to be maximized.
In order to commercialize microreactor technology, multiple PMFRs would need
to be plumbed into one complete unit to enable practical flow rates to be achieved. Figure
5.11 depicts a theoretical concept of how a multi-reactor device may be designed and
operated. Using the thermal catalytic reactor replacement as an example, the Photocatalytic
Multi-Reactor Concept (PMRC) would need to process at least 3 gallons of water a day to
support a crew of six.1 With the PMRC operating 24 hours a day, a flow rate of 7.9 ml/min
would be required and it would need to have the same overall dimensions as the catalytic
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reactor (3.5 cm diameter and 18.1 cm in length) to avoid complex modifications to the
entire WPA system.7 To ensure that at least 90% of contaminants are degraded, the
residence time would need to be at least 20 seconds based on results of MB degradation.
The thermal catalytic reactor only degrades VOCs, so studies to determine the ideal flow
rate for MP50 to achieve degradation of VOCs would be needed to make a more accurate
comparison; however, for the purpose of this example we are assuming the degradation
rate would stay the same.
The proposed theoretical design would be constructed into a box 3.5 cm x 3.5 cm
x 18 cm and contain 6 titanium substrates with micropillar reactors fabricated on each side
(top and bottom) for a total of 12 reactors positioned in parallel. The titanium substrates
would be 150 µm thick and each side would have a depth of 50 µm, be 16.2 cm long, and
3.5 cm wide. The reaction chamber would contain micropillars 15 µm in diameter, at a 40
µm pitch. To make the devices watertight a glass wafer with high UV-transmittance can
be anodically bonded directly to each side of the titanium substrate.73 The chamber volume
of each single reactor would be 221 µL and require a flow rate of 663 µL/min to sustain a
residence time of 20 seconds. All 12 reactors operating in parallel would yield a cumulative
flow rate of 8.0 ml/min, enough to process 3 gallons of water every 24 hours. With the 6
titanium substrates occupying less than 1 mm of cumulative vertical space and 12, 500 µm
thick glass wafers equaling a total thickness of 6 mm, there would be 28 mm of height
remaining to include UV LED panels (or fiber optic waveguides emitting photons
redirected from the UV-rich environment of space), wiring, plumbing, and tolerances.
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This is purely a theoretical design to propose a solution to the major limitations of
microreactor technology. There are several complications with the proposed concept that
would need significant testing and optimization to make the design viable. First, the much
higher flow rate and longer reaction chamber would dramatically increase the pressure drop
across the system. If the pressure becomes too high then serious complications may arise.
For example, the glass wafer could crack, or the bond could separate; the NPT could
delaminate from the micropillars; and in severe conditions, the micropillars may deform
due to fluid impingement. Improvements to the flow distributors and overall design of the
reaction chamber could help to minimize the negative effects of pressure drop. The high
level of scalability and adjustability of titanium microreactor fabrication allows devices to
be tailored for any number of related applications. The PMRC represents a thought
experiment to demonstrate the potential of this technology to be useful in real-world
scenarios.

5.4.

Conclusion
In this chapter we presented a study to quantify the effect of micropillars situated

within the reaction chamber of a planar microfluidic reactor and compared performance at
three different depths. NPT optimized in the parameter study from Chapter 4 was oxidized
onto the titanium micropillar and planar reactors producing high surface area films free of
delamination. The results of the MB degradation study concluded that the added surface
area and improved mass transfer of the micropillars resulted in significant performance
enhancements over the flat counterparts at all depths and residence times. Performance of
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the micropillar devices did decrease as depth increased but to a lesser extent than flat
devices. The micropillars maintained a constant mass diffusion distance at each depth so it
is likely that photon penetration into the micropillar array was the rate limiting factor.
Modifying the micropillar diameter and pitch would increase light capture and penetration
depth and can be studied in future experiments. Activity was used to compare the results
of the micropillar reactors to other microfluidic devices published in literature. MP50, the
device with the largest activity in this study, doubled the activity of the next best device
found in literature. The superior performance of MP50 shows that not only is MP50 the
smallest most efficient microfluidic reactor, but the micropillars significantly improve
photocatalytic efficiency of PMFRs as well.
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6

CONCLUSION
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6.1.

Summary of Novel Microfluidic Reactor Concept
Microfluidic reactors present a compelling solution to simplifying the VOC

removal process for deep space exploration life support systems. Herein, we have
established the groundwork for development of a 3D high-density microfluidic reactor with
unmatched photocatalytic performance for its size. To fully utilize the high surface area
design improvements of the novel PMFR concept we applied a grey-based Taguchi
optimization process to optimize NPT by maximizing the reaction rate constant and
minimizing the crack size. The optimized oxidations conditions performed well overall and
were successfully deposited onto a Ti micropillar array, demonstrating the feasibility of
NPT within PMFRs. NPT is likely the only form of highly photoactive TiO2 that can be
deposited, with such a high degree of uniformity, onto vertical surfaces, a necessity to fully
utilize the surface area enhancements of micropillars. The simplicity of NPT oxidation is
another advantage over traditional photocatalytic TiO2, such as P25 nanoparticles. The onestep process of in situ oxidation of titanium substrates in H2O2 allows a high level of
scalability without excess complexity. These advantages are critical to create new,
innovative microreactor designs for future implementation.
To demonstrate the performance enhancements of micropillars we compared two
PMFR designs, one with micropillars and one without each at three depths. The increased
SA:V ratio, light trapping, and decreased molecular diffusion distance, greatly improved
the reaction rate of the micropillar devices over the flat counterparts. The micropillar
device with a depth of 50 μm, MP50, yielded the largest activity, a performance metric for
mass degraded per hour normalized by chamber volume. Activity was used to compare
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micropillar reactor performance to that of other devices published in literature. MP50
achieved an activity twice that of the next closest device reported in the literature,
indicating that MP50 is the most efficient reactor for its size by a minimum factor of two.
The concept of 3D photocatalyst scaffolding has been previously investigated but, to the
author’s knowledge, has not been as successful as the NPT micropillar reactors presented
in this work. This work sets the precedent to explore new design possibilities and seek
further improvements, such as photon utilization, to create devices capable of greater
performance. While advancements in microreactor technology have stagnated over the past
few years, the remarkable performance enhancements of the MP devices reported herein
show potential for rejuvenating the field and suggest exciting new directions for future
research.

6.2.

Future Work for NPT Optimization
The NPT optimization study presented in Chapter 4 worked well to develop

baseline oxidation conditions for use within the microfluidic reactors discussed in Chapter
5, but further improvements can be made. Firstly, the optimization study was conducted on
flat films and tested in a bulk reactor setup to save time and resources. Performing the
parameter study with microfluidic reactors would not have been practical with the number
of samples needed to complete the Taguchi study. Additionally, at the time, the Ti
microreactor fabrication process was still under development. The operating conditions,
growth mechanics, and fluidic forces vary significantly between an immobilized bulk
reactor setup and a microfluidic reactor. It may be possible to further improve NPT
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oxidation by conducting a smaller-scale parameter study using microfluidic devices. The
current study did not include any NPT oxidation conditions that could produce
delamination, a critical sign of oxidation failure. A future optimization study could expand
the parameter space to include more aggressive oxidation conditions grown within a
PMFR. The flow rate studies from Chapter 5 can then be repeated with ramping oxidation
conditions until delamination is observed. The new ideal oxidation conditions would then
be the values of concentration, temperature, and time that fall just below the conditions that
induce delamination. If conditions more aggressive than 10%, 80˚C, 5 hours are possible,
then the photocatalytic activity of the micropillar reactor would be further enhanced.
Integrating plasmonic noble metal-based nanoparticles within TiO2 has been shown
to increase photon absorption and photoactivity of the material. Due to its band gap, TiO2
is only photoactive in the UV spectrum. By broadening photon absorption into the visible
range, sunlight could potentially be used as the only light source (6% of sunlight is UV
while 50% is in the visible range).104 Gold, silver, and platinum are common plasmonic
nanoparticle materials that, when integrated into the TiO2, form a Schottky barrier at the
interface of the two materials. The metal nanoparticles act as an electron trap and facilitate
interfacial charge transfer that decreases the rate of recombination and increases the
lifetime of electron-hole pairs.105 Several studies have investigated doping NPT with
nitrogen to modify the microstructure and increase photoactive surface area,96,106 but there
is minimal research on plasmonics-based enhancement of NPT. A potentially simple
method to integrate plasmonics into NPT would be to add noble metal nanoparticles into
the H2O2 solution during the Ti oxidation process. These nanoparticles would become
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dispersed in the solution and could potentially be captured within the NPT as it forms. A
study to quantify the effect of plasmonics on NPT could be conducted, in which the
quantity and type of noble metal is varied, and its photocatalytic performance evaluated
using a bulk reactor setup and a light source that extends into the visible range.

6.3.

Future Work for Titanium Micropillar Reactor
The micropillar reactors performed exceedingly well compared to other devices

published in the literature; however, there are improvements that can be made and other
studies that can be conducted to further demonstrate its utility. An investigation into light
intensity could be advantageous for designing a high throughput device. Photon penetration
was likely the main factor limiting the performance of deeper devices, thus conducting a
study under different light intensities may show improved performance at greater depths.
If the performance of MP150 could match that of MP50, which is theoretically possible if
photon flux is the same across all points along the z-axis of the reaction chamber, then
increased flow rates could be sustained and fewer devices would be needed for a multireactor high throughput device.
There is also potential for the design of the micropillar reactor to be improved.
There is currently a collaborative effort underway to gain a deeper understanding of fluidmicropillar and photon-micropillar interactions. Computational modeling is being used to
study light absorption by micropillars of varying diameters, height, and pitch. These three
geometric properties also influence the mass transfer of reactants and degradation reactions
during fluid flow through the array. Preliminary results have shown that photon penetration
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depth is severely limited beyond a depth of 50 µm. Increasing the pitch between the pillars
may allow more light into the array but would come with a drop in surface area because
fewer pillars would fit into the same space. We are seeking a micropillar geometry to
maximization light trapping and mass transfer efficiencies. This new geometry can then be
tested experimentally and compared to the results of the current generation of devices.
An improvement can also be made to the packaging of the microreactor by
developing a process to anodically bond a glass wafer to the titanium reactor. This would
create a water-tight seal and remove the need for the bulky aluminum fixture set and PDMS
layers. Khandan et al. demonstrated that an NBK-7 glass wafer with high UV-transmittance
can be anodically bonded to a titanium wafer.107 The major complication with anodic
bonding is that NPT, oxidized onto the titanium prior to anodic bonding, would disrupt the
bonding process. The conductivity of the NPT would interfere by limiting cation mobility
to the cathode during anodic wafer bonding. NPT at the interface of Ti and glass would
likely restrict the formation of permanent bonds between the two materials during the
anodic oxidation process and the bond would fail. One solution would be to grow the NPT
after the bonding process by flowing heated H2O2 through the reactor. However, it is not
clear how well this would work because the morphology of the NPT may be affected due
to the directional flow. There would be significant benefits if the anodic bonding process
was successful, since a fully constructed microreactor would have fewer components, and
it would allow multi-reactor devices to be packaged in a smaller container.
Thus far, the micropillar reactors have only been tested using MB. In order to
demonstrate the technology’s potential for supplanting the thermal catalytic oxidation
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reactor in life support systems designed for deep space travel, the micropillar PMFE
concept must be tested with VOC degradation. Near-term studies can be designed to
eliminate the Ersatz solution and DMSD discussed in Chapter 1. Initial tests can be focused
on degradation of one VOC component of the Ersatz solution, such as ethanol, the largest
source of TOC. There is precedent that TiO2 can photocatalytically decompose ethanol,
therefore it should be possible to do so with the NPT micropillar reactor.108 The next step
would be to attempt degradation of the Ersatz solution and compare the micropillar reactor
activity to that of the current thermal catalytic reactor.4,7 The final study should be focused
on degradation of DMSD. This compound had been producing larger concentrations of
TOC in the post-processed purified water until NASA was able to discover its source. By
decreasing the number of DMSD contributors, the WPA system was able to process and
remove measurable quantities of DMSD and decrease TOC, although at the detriment to
the lifetime of the Multifiltration Beds. NASA also investigated UV photolysis-based
mitigation of DMSD using a flow cell reactor to be used in combination with the catalytic
reactor.11 A future study can be conducted to compare the performance of the
photocatalytic micropillar reactor to the photolytic UV flow cell reactor. This DMSD
degradation device would have to be designed for use within the confined space of the
WPA system so the reactor with larger activity would produce the smallest overall package.
One of the most common applications for photocatalytic microreactors described
in literature is water purification. However, there are many cheaper alternative methods to
purify water for personal use such as chemical additives. Chlorine is a well-known
disinfectant for oxidizing and inactivating pathogens but can produce harmful carcinogenic
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by-products.109 There are also several forms of water-borne bacteria that are resistant to
chlorine oxidation such as Cryptosporidium and Giardia which require a higher dose of
chemicals to eliminate. Photocatalytic degradation is an effective alternative to chlorine, in
which various mechanisms damage the bacterial cells.110 In most practical applications,
such as point of use systems designed for personal use, a porous filtration system would be
more cost effective. Bacteria are commonly on the order of microns and can easily be
filtered out by most commercially available and inexpensive porous filtration systems, such
as activated carbon. However, harmful viruses can be on the order of tens to hundreds of
nanometers and would pass through porous filtration systems. Photocatalytic degradation
is a potential solution for eliminating chemical-resistant, nanometer-scale viruses and
multiple studies have demonstrated its effectiveness. Photocatalytic degradation has been
shown to kill viruses such as Influenza, Poliovirus 1, Hepatitis B, Norovirus, SARS, and
Vaccinia.111 Bacteriophages, such as MS2, are commonly used in experimental studies as
surrogate viruses because they are non-hazardous to humans, have a biosafety level 1, are
simple to incubate with bacteria like E-Coli, and are susceptible to TiO2 photocatalytic
disinfection.112–114 A future study could be conducted using MS2 bacteriophage as a
surrogate to evaluate the micropillar reactor’s potential for viral disinfection.
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Appendix A – ERSATZ

Table A.1. Table of goal Ersatz feed for Type III Challenge Load.4
The thermal catalytic oxidation reactor operates at temperatures of 265˚F, requiring
high pressure to prevent the water from boiling during oxidation of VOC contaminants.
Studies have been conducted to lower the operating temperature which would decrease
stress on the catalytic reactor and surrounding components. To emulate the VOC
concentrations typically processed on the ISS, NASA and Hamilton Sundstrand (HS)
developed the Ersatz solution. Table A.1 is the Type III challenge feed of the Ersatz
solution that was used to test alternative low temperature catalytic oxidation reactors. The
Type III challenge feed includes ethanol and 2-propanol, which have similar oxidation
mechanics as the VOCs found on the ISS, and it includes other compounds such as formic
acid and urea. The TOC concentration of the Type III challenge feed is 64.82 ppm, roughly
twice that of the Type I and II feeds.4 Degradation of the Type III challenge feed is the
most difficult test for validating replacement catalytic devices.
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Appendix B – XRD of NPT

Figure B.1. XRD of the NPT with the highest overall reaction rate constant, NPT 3,
compared to an Anatase TiO2 reference (JCPDS 01-89-4921), and polished titanium.
Each spectra was normalized between 0 and 1.
The XRD plot, seen in Figure B.1, was used to compare the crystallinity of NPT to
a TiO2 Anatase reference (JCPDS 01-89-4921). A distinct anatase peak in the NPT and
reference spectra can be seen at 25.4˚, this is the main indicator of the presence of anatase
TiO2 in the NPT. There are three noticeable Ti peaks at 40.2˚, 53.0˚, and 70.7˚ in the NPT
spectra, this was detected from the underlying Ti substrate. There is also a small peak shift
between the three spectra, that is easily noticeable at 25.4˚ and 53.0˚. The NPT spectra is
shifted to the right compared to the TiO2 reference and the polished Ti. The peak shift is
most likely a result of an uneven NPT surface. Typically, XRD is conducted on powders
so it is relatively simple to produce a flat surface for scanning, but NPT films are oxidized
onto Ti foils. The foils used in this experiment were 320 μm thick and were slightly bowed
due to the cutting process. A bowed foil would create an uneven surface for NPT oxidation
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and may have caused the slight peak shift. Another possibility is that residual stress from
the NPT oxidation process may have led to peak shifts.

Appendix C – NPT Comparison to P25

Figure C.1. Top: Plot of the percentage of MB degraded over two hours of UV light
exposure, this is the same plot found in Figure 4.2a, however the degradation percentage
of a P25 drop-cast sample has been included as well. Bottom: XRD of the drop-cast P25
sample and NPT 3, the Taguchi sample with the largest reaction rate constant.
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P25 is the most commonly used TiO2 photocatalyst, see Chapter 2 for more details
on the use of P25 in literature. We hypothesized that P25 would have greater photocatalytic
activity over NPT due to its ideal combination of anatase and rutile crystallinity, as well as
its high surface area. A study was conducted with P25 to compare the photocatalytic
performance of P25 nanoparticles to NPT. To determine the mass of P25 needed to make
a direct comparison to NPT, BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller, ASAP 2020 Micromeritics
Physiosorption Analyzer) surface area analysis was performed on the NPT sample with the
largest k, NPT 3. BET uses N2 adsorption to measure a specific surface area (m2/g) for the
mass analyzed. Typically, BET is conducted with powders, which have a high surface area
to mass ratio, but measurements with thin films are possible if the mass of the adsorbing
surface is known. For example, if a thin film is sputtered onto a substrate and the substrate
is weighed before and after deposition, the difference in mass is the weight of the thin film.
Due to the oxidation process for NPT, the true mass of NPT cannot be known so a real
specific surface area cannot be measured. NPT 3 had a BET specific surface area of only
0.5895 + 0.0053 m2/g, this was because the mass of the analyzed NPT sample was 0.8355
g, nearly all of it being Ti. BET conducted on 0.1998 g of P25 (nanoparticle size of 120
nm) yielded a specific surface area of 50.1929 m2/g. Without the extra weight of a substrate,
the P25 powder had a much higher surface area. We cannot consider the BET measurement
for NPT to be its real specific surface area because we do not know the mass contribution
of NPT, therefore we cannot make a surface area comparison between P25 and NPT. BET
was instead used to determine the mass of P25 required to produce a sample of the same
surface area as NPT 3.
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To fabricate a P25 sample with comparable surface area to NPT we multiplied the
BET surface area of NPT by its mass. The resulting surface area was 0.4926 m2 for a 1x1
in2 double-sided NPT sample. To find the mass of NPT required to produce a sample with
the same surface area we divided 0.4926 m2 by the BET surface area of P25, which resulted
in a mass of 9.81 mg. Finally, the mass of P25 was divided by two because only one side
of the NPT is exposed to UV light in the bulk reactor setup. Therefore, 4.91 mg of P25
would yield a similar surface area to NPT 3. To create a P25 thin film for testing within
the bulk reactor setup described in section 4.2.3, we drop-cast a colloidal solution of 4.91
mg P25 and 200 proof ethanol onto a 1x1 in2 substrate. The P25 thin film was then annealed
at 100˚C for 90 minutes to evaporate the ethanol and ensure strong adhesion of the P25
nanoparticles to the substrate.
The P25 thin film sample was tested in the same bulk reactor setup as the NPT in
the optimization study from Chapter 4. P25 degraded 58.45 + 3.73% of the MB, 6.47%
more MB than NPT 3, over two hours of UV exposure. The k value for P25 was calculated
to be 0.0074 min-1, larger than the k for NPT 3, 0.0061 min-1. This was expected due to the
photocatalytically advantageous crystallinity of the P25 powder, which was verified by
XRD seen in Figure C.1. The P25 spectra had a large anatase peak at 25.4˚, and a smaller
rutile peak at 27.7˚. A comparison study between NPT and P25 in a PMFR setup was not
conducted, but the novel NPT PMFR concept was compared to a conventional P25 planar
microreactor from literature. In Chapter 5, we found that NPT, when used in a PMFR
device, outperforms a conventional P25 thin film drop-cast onto the chamber floor of a
planar reactor (see section 5.3.3).
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To summarize, P25, when compared directly to NPT in a bulk reactor setup yielded
greater photoactivity due to its ideal combination of anatase and rutile TiO2. NPT still came
close in photocatalytic performance and only degraded 6.5% less MB than P25 over a twohour period. For use within PMFR systems, which was the intended application of the NPT
parameter study, the unique material properties of NPT make it an advantageous material
over P25. Though, a direct comparison between an NPT and P25 PMFR was not made
within this study, the NPT PMFR device did show greater photocatalytic performance
compared to other microreactors from the literature. The added surface area advantages of
NPT and oxidation onto vertical features make it the superior alternative to P25 for use
within PMFR devices, as demonstrated by the high activity of MP50.

Appendix D – Fabrication Procedures
D.1. NPT Oxidation for Bulk Reactor Applications
1. Cut Ti foil using metal snips
2. Ultrasonically clean Ti in Acetone, Isopropanol, and DI water for 5 minutes each
3. Wet Etch in 4.9% HF (200 ml of DI water and 20 ml of 49% HF) for 60 seconds
4. Rinse in ultrasonic DI water bath for 10 minutes
5. Submerge Ti foil in heated H2O2 at desired concentration, temperature, and time.
To make the optimized conditions (10%, 80˚C, 5 hours) use 400 ml of H2O and
200 ml of 30% H2O2 to produce a 10% H2O2 solution. Use a hotplate with a
thermocouple probe to maintain a constant temperature of 80˚C.
6. After oxidation immediately place sample into water
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7. Place sample from water directly into box oven and anneal in air at 300˚C for 8
hours with a slow ramp of 1˚C/min.
D.2. Microreactor Fabrication
Hard Mask Deposition
1. Clean single-side polished, grade 1, CP, Ti wafers (4”) with Acetone,
Isopropanol, and DI water
2. Place Ti wafers, polished side face-up, within the PECVD (Plasmatherm 790) and
deposit 4.8 μm of SiO2
Wafer Preparation
1. Clean 4” Si wafers using Acetone, Isopropanol, and DI water
2. Dry completely
3. Completely cover the polished side of the Si wafer with 3M thermally conductive
double-sided tape
4. Tape the Si wafer to the unpolished side of the Ti wafer
5. Clean the stacked wafers in Acetone, Isopropanol, and DI water
6. Dry stacked wafers with air
7. Heat stacked wafers on a hotplate at 115˚C for 5 minutes to evaporate remaining
moisture between the two wafers
Stacked Wafer Dicing
1. Spin a thick layer of photoresist onto SiO2 side of the stacked wafers
2. Do a dehydration bake on a 115˚C hotplate for 2 minutes
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3. Dice wafer (Disco DAD 321 Automatic Dicing Saw: spindle speed 15000 rpm,
feed speed 1.00 mm/s) into two 40 x 60 mm rectangular samples
4. Ultrasonically clean diced samples in Acetone, Isopropanol, DI water for 5
minutes each
5. Dry with air and do a dehydration bake on a hotplate at 115˚C for 5 minutes
Photolithography
1. Place samples (diced 40 x 60 mm stacked Ti and Si wafer samples) onto vacuum
chuck at photolithography spin coater
2. Create two recipes for spinning A) HMDS, a resist adhesion promoter, and B)
SPR 220-7.0.
A. Spin Speed: 3000 rpm, Ramp: 600 rpm, Time: 30 seconds
B. Spin Speed: 5000 rpm, Ramp: 1000 rpm, Time: 35 seconds
3. Use pipet to deposit HMDS onto sample and let it sit for 30 seconds
4. Spin HMDS using the conditions from recipe A
5. Wait 1 minute
6. Use pipet to deposit SPR 220-7.0
7. Spin SPR 220-7.0 using the conditions from recipe B
8. Let the sample sit for 5 minutes
9. Place sample onto hotplate at 115˚C for 2 minutes
10. Let sample cool then begin exposure
11. Expose using the mask aligner (Karl Suss MA-6 Mask Aligner, 34 seconds of
exposure, 17.9 mW/cm2 at 350 W power, Channel CP, hard contact)
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12. Let sample sit for 20 minutes
13. Do a post-exposure bake for 2 minutes at 115˚C
14. Let sample cool prior to development
15. Develop photoresist in AZ 300 MIF developer solution
16. Let sample sit in developer for 75 seconds undisturbed, move to water bath and
rinse for 20 seconds, then rinse under a light water spray for several seconds, dry
using N2 air gun
17. Examine under optical microscope and add cycles of 15-30 seconds of
development time until only the desired pattern remains
SiO2 Hard Mask Etch
1. Mount sample onto larger 4” Si carrier wafer using Santovac Oil
2. Etch sample for 40 minutes, several more minutes may be needed for the
micropillar devices due to the feature size and close-proximity between
micropillars (Oxford Cobra Plasmalab 100 – 1 Pa Pressure, 10 sccm C4F8, 2000
W ICP Power, 40 W RF Power, -20˚C)
3. Verify that all SiO2 has been cleared using an optical microscope or SEM
4. Ultrasonically clean samples in Acetone, Isopropanol, and DI water for 3 minutes
each to remove residual photoresist
•

After the Acetone sonication the sample can be gently swabbed with
foam-tip swabs to wipe off remaining photoresist

5. Do a dehydration bake on a hotplate at 115˚C for 5 minutes
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Ti Deep Reactive Ion Etch
Up to this point, the fabrication procedure for the micropillar and planar reactors has
been identical. A different mask was used during exposure but there were no other changes
to the processing conditions. Different plasma etchers were used for Ti DRIE of planar and
micropillar devices. The UC Riverside Oxford Plasmalab 100 has a high-power ICP source
and the recipe for Ti etching had not been fully refined for high aspect ratio features. Due
to the aggressive nature of the etch brought on by the high ICP power, excessive passivation
is needed to produce high aspect ratio features, such as micropillars. This passivation layer
was difficult to remove without damaging the underlying Ti so the Panasonic E626I, with
a more refined recipe, at UC Santa Barbara’s Nanofabrication Facility was used for etching
the micropillar devices. The Oxford system at UC Riverside was used to etch the planar
devices. The Oxford Plasmalab system is capable of etching micropillar arrays but more
process development will be required.
Ti DRIE for Planar Devices
1. Mount samples onto 6” Si carrier wafer using Santovac Oil
2. Etch Planar Microreactors (Oxford Cobra Plasmalab 100, 3.33 μm/min etch rate,
20 Pa Pressure, 250 sccm Cl2, 0.5 sccm O2 with a linear ramp increasing the O2
flow rate by 0.5 sccm every 3 minutes, 2500 W ICP Power, 125 W RF Power, 10˚C)
3. Verify etch depth with Dektak surface profilometer and SEM
4. Place sample into Acetone bath for 72 hours to degrade the 3M double-sided tape,
separating the Ti device from the Si chip
5. Finish cleaning the sample with Isopropanol and DI water
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6. Dry with air and on hotplate at 115˚C
Ti DRIE for Micropillar Devices
1. Mount samples onto 6” Si carrier wafer using Santovac Oil
2. Etch Micropillar Microreactors (Panasonic E626I, 2.3 μm/min etch rate, 2 Pa
Pressure, 100 sccm Cl2, 5 sccm Ar, 400 W ICP Power, 100 W RF Power, 10˚C)
3. Verify etch depth with Dektak surface profilometer and SEM
4. Place sample into Acetone bath for 72 hours to degrade the 3M double-sided tape,
separating the Ti device from the Si chip
5. Finish cleaning the sample with Isopropanol and DI water
6. Dry with air and on hotplate at 115˚C
Drilling Inlet and Outlet Vias
1. Use a 1/32” drill bit (Dremel 8220 at 20000 rpm) to create holes for the inlet and
outlet
2. Grind down edge burr on backside of device using Dremel and sanding bit
3. Make sure that there are no edge burrs on both sides, edge burrs may cause leaks
during the experimentation process
4. Ultrasonically clean samples in Acetone, Isopropanol, and DI water for 3 minutes
each
5. Dry on hotplate at 115˚C for 5 minutes
Oxidizing NPT onto the Microreactors
1. Etch microreactors in 2.3% HF (200 ml DI water and 10 ml of 49% HF) for 40
seconds to remove passivation layer
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2. Rinse in ultrasonic DI water bath for 5 minutes
3. Dry with N2
4. Place into heated H2O2 at the optimized conditions (10%, 80˚C, 5 hours)
5. Removed sample from H2O2 and place into water
6. Remove sample from water and place into oven to anneal in air at 300˚C for 8 hours
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Appendix E – Fixture Set Schematic

Figure E.1. Schematic of the Bottom Aluminum Fixture Set, see section 5.2.3.
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Figure E.2. Schematic of the Top Aluminum Fixture Set, see section 5.2.3.
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